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THE way is now clear
for the Government to
press ahead with the
$50 million Reverse
Osmosis project to
ensure a high standard
of water consumption
in Barbados.

This follows the signing
of a Memorandum Of
Understanding (MOU)
yesterday between the
Canadian Commercial
Corporation (CCC) and
the Barbados Government
through the Barbados
Water Authority.

Minister of Agriculture,
Food, Fisheries and Water
Resources Management,
Dr. David Estwick, said
the MOU signals the
official establishment of
the relationship in
developing and bringing
the Reserve Osmosis
project to fruition.

“We think that given the
experience from the last
project we are confident
that we may be able to
turn around many of the
technical and financial

dynamics within a year or
so, and to be able to break
ground on this project
reasonably soon,” the
Minister said.

“Now that we are in a
position to establish a
working relationship with
the Canadian government
we would want to bring
the project to fruition,” the
Minister said at the
signing ceremony which
took place at his Ministry
at Graeme Hall, Christ
Church.

General Manager of the
BWA, Dr. John Mwanza,
said the project will be
implemented at the Belle
Pumping Station in St.
Michael. He explained
that it stems from
environmental
assessments that were
done in 2002 utilising
groundwater monitoring
data collected over the
years, and looking at the
trends in the nitrate levels
in the ground water.

MOU on Page 2

DRINK
UP!

$50M deal 
to ensure

water quality

Dr. Atlee Brathwaite, Chairman of the BWA, initials the MOU. Looking on from left are Dr. David Estwick,
Minister of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries and Water Resources Management; Dr. John Mwanza, General
Manager of the BWA; and Jean Pierre Hamel, Counsellor at the Canadian High Commission in Barbados.

FROM December 1,
members of the Barbados
Associations of Retired
Persons (BARP) can travel
on regional airline LIAT for
lower fares.

Making this
announcement yesterday
at the Collymore Rock
headquarters, President
Ed Bushell said that BARP
members would receive a
10 per cent discount on
their tickets to Antigua,
Dominica, Grenada, St.
Lucia,St.Vincent,Trinidad
and soon, Martinique.

“BARP was in

discussions with LIAT for
some time now. As you
know, we are constantly
look at ways to reduce cost-
of-living for our members
and one of the big costs to
our members is inter-
regional travel and
therefore we sought to
meet with LIAT to see how
we could reduce this cost,”
he said.

In addition, any groups
of travellers belonging to
regional Associations of
Retired Persons or a
recognised pensioners’
association would pay

US$30 plus taxes each
flight. Groups have to
range between four to 10
persons.

Certain blackout days do
apply, including one week
before and after Easter,
July 1 to September 15 and
December 7 to January 15.

Bushell also took the
time to express his
confidence in the airline,
which has been plagued by
various operational
problems over the past few
months.

BARP on Page 6

Senior citizens to
fly cheaper on LIAT

President of the Barbados Association of Retired Persons Ed Bushell speaks on
matters concerning senior citizens as Executive Manager Elsa Webster listens.
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By Kerri Gooding

THE inaugural
scheduled flight by
Thomas Cook Airlines
from Manchester to
Barbados touched
down at the Grantley
Adams International
Airport at 6:10 p.m. on
Sunday.

The flight was carrying
300 passengers who for the
first time since Thomas
Cook Airlines has been
flying to Barbados, will be
staying on the island, not
merely continuing on to the
seaport to board a cruise
liner.

Captain Stephen Evans
said, “We’ve been coming

through Barbados for a
little while carrying cruise
passengers so it is
wonderful today, really
wonderful today to bring in
holiday-makers. They are
coming in on Thomas Cook.
They are coming to stay
here on the island and we
are looking forward to
carrying on this
arrangement, to carry on
doing this for a good many
years to come.”

Thomas Cook Airlines
has been participating in
the air-sea transport
programme previously, so
according to the Minister of
Tourism and International
Transport Richard Sealy,
“the aircraft knows the

route very well already”.
Sealy further noted that

he was happy with the
inauguration for several
reasons. He said, “The
flights are coming out of
Manchester which is the
third largest airport in the
United Kingdom and of
course, it is the largest
outside of the London area
and that is important as we
try to get business from our
largest source market that
is outside of the traditional
gateway.”

At present, the Sunday
flight is one of the two
weekly flights scheduled
out of Manchester to
Barbados for the 2013
winter season. Head of

Communications with
Thomas Cook Airlines UK,
Nick Sandham told The
Barbados Advocate that
the Sunday flight is the
only direct flight out of
Manchester to St. Lucia
and then on to Barbados.
Whereas, on Thursdays
from December 19, there
will be another flight from
Manchester via Antigua to
Barbados by Thomas Cook
Airlines as well.

Sandham also revealed
that the Sunday flight will
continue after the
completion of the winter
season and pick back-up
after review, for next year’s
winter season.

However, the Minister is

hopeful that there will be
increased frequency in the
future. He said, “The
service is providing 11 700
seats a year out of
Manchester and we look
forward to seeing where we
can go from there.” He
confirmed Sandham’s
statement, but added, “Of
course the plan is to have it
twice a week, going
through this winter period
and then it will drop to once
a week, at which time we
will renew it for the next
winter period, with a view
of maybe having greater
frequency or a larger
aircraft or maybe a
combination of the two.We
look forward to that.”

By Renice Bostic 

THE Gordon Greenidge
Primary School is
celebrating 20 years, and
patron Cuthbert Gordon
Greenidge urged teachers
present at the school’s
award ceremony on
Sunday evening to pay
greater attention to their
students. The Awards
Dinner was held at the
Brown Sugar Restaurant.
“I’d like to urge the
teachers at The Gordon
Greenidge Primary
School to please pay
attention. What I have
been reading in the
papers, what I have been
hearing on the lips of
people, it’s not good for
any school, it’s not good
for Barbados and
certainly I would not like
to see this happen at this
school. You know what I
am talking about,” he
stated.

Mr. Greenidge was
speaking of the
publication and
circulation of two
children allegedly having
sexual intercourse in
their school uniforms. He
said that whether or not
it happened at a
secondary school, it is a
clear indication that it
could happen at a
primary school because
children are developing a
lot faster today.

“It’s not to say that you
haven’t been paying
attention, but we need
you to keep a closer
vigilance of what’s
happening with our
students.You can’t watch
them 24/7, but this is
where I believe the
grounding has to start
and it’s going to take
extra effort. If you feel
that what happened 
is OK then perhaps 
you’re in the wrong job,”
he said.

It was also explained
that while he was
working closely for the
school for some years and
helped with many
projects including the
school’s library, he would
like to see more done with
the school. Permanent
Secretary in the Ministry
of Education, Science,
Technology and
Innovation, Senator
Harcourt Husbands, was
present to offer
congratulatory remarks
and to thank Mr. Gordon
Greenidge for his
outstanding service.

Twenty
not out! 

Thomas Cook brings Manchester connection

MOU from Page 1
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remarked that during
those environmental
assessments it was noted
that “we need to be able to
maintain the nitrate levels
within the World Health
Organisation (WHO)
Drinking Water
Guidelines, which is
basically ten milligrams

per litre”.
He pointed out that the

nitrate levels at the Belle
station have risen over the
years to the point where
the average is nine
milligrams per litre.

“In order to stay within
the limits of the drinking
water guidelines, it was
decided that we will need
to treat that water, reduce

the nitrate levels; but the
design that has been
adopted for the Belle is
that we are not going to
treat the whole production
from the Belle,” he said.

Rather, they will be
treating some of the water
which will then be blended
with other supplies “so that
the nitrate levels will be
reduced”, he said. From

this the BWA expects the
nitrate levels will be
reduced to about six
milligrams per litre.

According to him, “This
is of significance to the
nation in ensuring that we
maintain drinking water
quality standards. It is
significant that this project
will be able to help us to
keep within the drinking

water standards.”
Luc Allary, Regional

Director for the CCC, said
they have a very good
capability in Canada to
offer support to the project.

“We can package a very
good structure in terms of
Canadian technology,
processes, transparency
and governance coming
from Canada,” he added.

BWA to treat water at Belle to reduce nitrate levels

MEMBERS of staff of the
BGIS were rewarded for
their hard work and dedi-
cation to the organisation
on Saturday night at the
BGIS’ 55th Anniversary
Cocktail Reception and
Awards Ceremony at
Hotel PomMarine, Marine
Gardens, Hastings, Christ
Church.

Stenographer Melnese
Williams received the
Cornerstone Award for
her 35 years of service to
the department and the
Support Staff Award.

Staffers who received

30-year awards were
Acting Chief Information
Officer, Sharon Lynch,
Felton Ince, Philbert
Robinson and Gweneth
Vaughan. The 25-year
Awardees were Cameron
Layne, Cathy Lashley, Ian
Inniss and Lynn Lucas,
while 20-year awards
went to Carl Allman,
Aaron Greenidge and Joy
Springer.

Apart from longevity
awards, staffers were
recognised for their work
in production. The John
Manning Award for the

Best Television
Programme went to Lisa
Bayley and Felton Ince for
the series Behind the
Fences.

The Gladstone Holder
Award for the best press
release or feature went to
Sharon Austin-Gill-
Moore; while Julie
Carrington and Joy-Ann
Gill received Certificates
of Honourable mention for
their outstanding work.

Shayla Murrell cap-
tured the Baldwin Phillips
Award for the Best Radio
Programme, while Trevor

Springer received the
Staff Choice Award for his
loyalty to the department,
dedication to work, profes-
sionalism and his general
behaviour and manner.

Felton Ince also cap-
tured the
Cinematographer of the
Year Award, while Behind
the Fences was adjudged
the Best Television
Production of the Year.

The 15-year awardees
were Randolph Lokai,
Sharon Austin-Gill-
Moore, Eyvette McClean,
Joy-Ann Gill, Theresa

Blackman, Kathyann
Husbands,Joyanne Miller
and Gillian Applewhaite.

Those receiving
10-year awards were
Trevor Springer, Carol
Gaskin, Yvonne Beckles,
Andre Skeete, Esther
Jones, Lisa Bayley, Marcel
Jordan, Paulette Hurdle,
Paula Harper-Grant and
Kim Ramsay-Moore.
Philbert Robinson copped
the Margaret Hope Award
of Excellence and Esther
Jones, the Chief
Information Officer’s
Award

BGIS staff recognised for contribution
BGIS staff awardess with Minister in the Prime Minister’s Office, Senator Darcy Boyce on Saturday night.
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By Kerri Gooding

“LET’S move the
sector forward!”

This is the urgent plea
of the Minister of
Tourism, Richard Sealy,
as he sought to lay to rest
fabrications surrounding
the tourism concessions
given to Sandals Resort
International. His hope is
the sooner this is
clarified, the sooner we
can get on with the
business of promoting the
sector.

Speaking at the
Grantley Adams
International Airport on
Sunday, he assured,
“They are not Sandals’
concessions. They are not
Mr. Stewart’s
concessions. They have
not been ring-fenced. […]

Once you are investing
heavily, the tourism
concessions afforded the
Sandals Resort are open
to you as well. […] They
are not specific to
Sandals Resorts
International. So let’s put
that issue to bed and
move on with the
business of trying to get
the sector going again.”

He urged, “Let me just
say this, I made a
parliamentary statement
on October 22, and I want
to repeat it again, the
government of Barbados
has been completely
transparent with respect
to the concessions
afforded to Sandals
Resort International.”

Minister Sealy stated
further, “Nothing has
been given to Sandals

that was not given by
previous Ministers of
Finance to other ventures

similar in that nature,
whether it is Royal
Westmoreland, whether

it is the Pierhead
Development Project. We
have given them the
same concessions with
respect to tax relief and
V.A.T and the capacity to
bring in vehicles and so
on, and of course
facilitating work permits.
The only thing that is
new is the concessions 
we are offering with
respect to food and
beverage.”

He asserted, “I said it
openly, publicly; we are
giving them this benefit
on food and beverage.The
government took a
decision. The concession
was given on the basis of
the fact that it is an all-
inclusive property and on
the basis of the level of
investment involved.And
we have set that bar for
anyone that wants to
open an all-inclusive
hotel, with that level of
investment.” And he
reiterated, “There is
nothing to stop Mr.
Jordan or any of his
members doing a similar
thing and getting the
same concession.”

Going forward, he said,

“We offered a concession
that made sense, and we
simply said that those
concessions are under
review. So in essence, we
are looking at the
concession regime, and
there is nothing to stop
other players from
applying for them.”

Sealy said to date, one
hotel has already
approached the Ministry
of Finance and he
encouraged, “They should
do that because we are
reviewing the concession
regime to have more
investments coming in.”

Concluding he
emphasised that, “There
is no secret arrangement.
The most transparent use
of CAP 67(b) by the
Minister of Finance has
been with respect to how
we handled Sandals.
Everything has been
open in the public. An
M.O.U. signing ceremony;
a parliamentary
statement, you can’t get
more open than that. We
have done everything
possible and we look
forward to having more
new players.”

Concessions
open to all

In conversation during the small celebratory inauguration ceremony, (L-R) the Minister of Tourism and
International Transport Richard Sealy was in discussion with the Past President of the BHTA Colin Jordan
and the Thomas Cook Airlines Captain Stephen Evans.

Passengers on the inaugural scheduled flight of Thomas Cook Airlines from Manchester to Barbados were
treated to steel pan and greetings by members of the Barbados Tourism Authority.

Associations of Retired
Persons across the
Caribbean are seeking to
formulate a regional
umbrella body to address
challenges being
encountered by individuals
over the age of 50.

One of the major issues is
that on the portability of
pensions, an issue which
according to President of

the Barbados Associations
of Retired Persons, Ed
Bushell, is creating several
headaches.

“We find many of our
respective members have
worked in more than one
jurisdiction and when it
comes time for them to get
their pension,because they
worked in different
jurisdictions and now live

in one of them, there is
problem with getting their
money into the jurisdiction
where they live.Since there
are different rules applying
to each jurisdiction some
people are now yet to get
any pensions even though
they have been retired for
sometime,” he said.

Pointing out that the
issue occurs mainly with

individuals who had
worked with state-owned
corporations,Bushell noted
that the issue is one that
will occupy the various
ARPs for some time due to
the fact that legislation
would need to be changed
within the various
territories.

Also addressing the
media during a press

conference yesterday at the
Collymore Rock offices,
Executive Director Elsa
Webster pointed out that
“even with people working
in private organisations,
they still face the NIS
problem because they have
worked in several countries
and want to be able to
collect their NIS pensions
in the country of their

choice for retirement”.
“We recognise that this

is a very complex issue
because we are dealing
with different sovereign
states,but in light of CSME
we think we should look
into it to try to make it
easier for persons to collect
their NIS pensions in
particular,” she noted.
(JMB)

Associations of Retired Persons unite
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By Regina Selman Moore

“IF I need any proof that the regional
integration movement is alive and
well, you’re presence here this
evening is that proof.”

These were the words spoken by The
Honourable Freundel Stuart, Prime
Minister of Barbados, as he addressed re-
gional delegates who turned out by the
hundreds for the opening of the first ever
Caribbean Assembly hosted by the New
Testament Church of God (NTCOG)
Barbados, in conjunction with Church of
God World Missions, Caribbean Region.
Held under the theme, “Living the Word:
Empowering the Caribbean”, from
November 7th through 10th, the special
convention drew delegates from Church of
God assemblies from approximately 29
countries, including those from French
and Spanish speaking territories, to meet
up with their local counterparts from the
NTCOG 44 assemblies across 11 parishes
in Barbados.

The conference also saw a good turn out
from a number of local governmental min-
isters, including members of the Cabinet
of Barbados -Minister with responsibility
for Ecclesiastical Affairs Steven Blackett
who is also Minister of Social Care,
Constituency Empowerment and
Community Development; Minister of
Labour and Human Resource
Development Senator Dr. Esther Byer-
Suckoo and Minister in State in the Office
of the Prime Minister Patrick Todd.
Senator Dr. David Durant was also in at-
tendance at the CA2013 Opening
Ceremony at the Garfield Sobers
Gymnasium. Minister of Tourism and
International Transport Richard Sealy at-
tended the Closing Ceremony.

“When we talk about the people of the
Caribbean coming together, it does not
mean the politicians coming together, or
just the cricketers coming together or just
the business people coming together. It
really means too ordinary men and women
of the Caribbean, in our churches, in our
schools, in all of our institutions,coming to-
gether under the flag of the Caribbean,
under the sum of the Caribbean,under the

charm of Caribbean civilisation,” Prime
Minister Stuart observed.

“And I know that this Convention, this
Assembly is taking place under the theme
“Living the Word: Empowering the
Caribbean.Your conference is taking place
at a time of course when every island in
the Caribbean is facing very serious chal-
lenges.The world is facing its most serious
crisis in the last hundred years.At no time
therefore, in the lifetime of any of us, has
it been more important to live the word,
with a view to empowering the
Caribbean,” PM Stuart added.

The Prime Minister further told the del-
egates that at the close of the conference,

when they leave Barbados, they must
leave with the feeling that the conference
was worth it and their faith is justified. He
also wished them well in their delibera-
tions.

Caribbean Church of God delegates also
gathered at the Lloyd Erskine Sandiford
Centre during the three day assembly, to
discuss such issues as human trafficking,
education, leadership, family matters and
finance. A special Caribbean Youth
Extravaganza was also held at the
Abundant Life Assembly, to bring the re-
gion’s youth together in one place, for fel-
lowship, worship and to establish link-
ages for the future.

By Regina Selman Moore

IN the face of turmoil and the tumul-
tuous storm clouds of life, the message
must be sent that, when all else fails,
faith works.

This was the message delivered to
hundreds of regional delegates in at-
tendance at the 2013 Caribbean
Assembly hosted by the New
Testament Church of God (NTCOG)
Barbados, in conjunction with Church
of God World Missions, Caribbean
Region. The message came from The
Honourable Freundel Stuart, Prime
Minister of Barbados, as he gave an
address at the opening of the confer-
ence, which was held in Barbados
November 7th through 10th, under
the theme, “Living the Word:
Empowering the Caribbean”.

The historic event, the first of its
kind, saw delegates from Church of
God assemblies from across the re-
gion, including those from French and
Spanish speaking territories joining
their local counterparts as well as
those from the international commu-
nity, for the opening ceremony held in
Barbados, at the Garfield Sobers
Gymnasium .

“As a New Testament Church of
God, you will be ever mindful of the
fact that when all is said and done, the
mission of the church has not changed,
ever since there was a church, to
preach the gospel to the poor, to heal
the broken hearted, to preach recovery
of sight to the blind, to preach deliver-
ance to the captives and to minister to
them that are bruised,” Prime
Minister Stuart announced.

“There are many who are captive to
crime and drugs in the region today.
There are many who are bruised by
unemployment. There are many who
have been rendered poor by lack of
economic opportunity.There are many
who are socially blind, who are spiri-
tually blind… I know you hear the
noises being made and those noises
are not to be ignored,” PM Stuart told
those gathered.

“I hope that you will reflect on these
things, that you will reflect on the fact
that this region needs you now more
than ever, because, despair, frustra-
tion, insecurity and a whole miscel-
lany of emotional and psychological
states is gripping our people and we
need to show that it makes a differ-
ence to be Christian. It makes a differ-
ence to have a faith. That faith works
and that when all else fails, when the
storm clouds of life gather, that an-

swers can still be found, answers can
always be found in Jesus Christ,” the
PM said to rousing applause.

Meanwhile, Caribbean Field
Director Dr. Ishmael Charles encour-
aged the delegates to “be carriers of
the flame”. He encouraged the dele-
gates to live out The Word and reach
out to those who may have somehow
lost their faith. He stressed that it is
time for Church of God to arise and
bring transformation to the region.

The Honourable Freundel Stuart (left), Prime Minister of Barbados greets
stalwart gospel singer Sister Margarita Marshall, in the presence of Minister
with responsibility for Ecclesiastical Affairs Steven Blackett (second left),
while Senator Dr. David Durant, Minister of Labour and Human Resource
Development Senator Dr. Esther Byer- Suckoo and Minister in State in the
Office of the Prime Minister Patrick Todd enjoy a rousing worship service.

Local and regional delegates in attendance at CA2013.

CA2013 Conference evidence of a successful
regional integration effort, says PM

PM Stuart:
Faith makes
a difference



By Renice Bostic 

MANY Barbadians
from all walks of life
spent their afternoon
on Sunday,
Remembrance Day,
touring The Garrison
Historic Area, compli-
ments of The Ministry
of Culture. As part of
the Independence
Celebra-tions, this free
tour was a fun way to
learn about our UN-
ESCO World Heritage
Site.

“This tour is to educate
Barbadians about our first
UNESCO World Heritage
Site, Historic Bridgetown
and Its Garrison.From the
presence of people here

today we can see that peo-
ple are very interested in
our cultural heritage,” said
Sharon Johnson, Director
of Culture in The Ministry
of Culture.

The Garrison Historic
Area is 151 acres in size
with The Clock Tower al-
most at its geographic cen-
tre. Built in 1804, the well
preserved buildings have
always attracted locals and
visitors alike.

“The only reason why we
have what is arguably the
best preserved Garrisons
in the world is because we
continue to use them. We
have lost a few but for the
most part we have a good
track record,” said the tour
guide from The Barbados
National Trust.

Unfortunately there is
much work to be done if we
are to keep our inscription
and not endure the shame
of having it taken away be-
fore we fully understand

its value. The clock at The
Main Guard is in need of
repair, the cook house
which is the only octago-
nal one in the world is in
need of restoration and
The Singles Mess Hall
which is the most authen-
tic building in the entire
historical site is in danger
of collapsing. It was sug-
gested that they be re-
stored urgently and as au-
thentic as possible and
used as souvenir shops, a
cafe or restaurant.

Nonetheless, the tour
was a resounding success
which should serve as an
encouragement to The
Barbados World Heritage
Committee to host tours on
a monthly basis for locals
and tourists as a way of
promoting the site.
Smaller, private tours can
be arranged with The
Barbados Tourism
Authority for tourists, as a
fundraising venture.

By Patricia Thangaraj

THERE are approxi-
mately 49 strokes per
month in Barbados.

This was revealed by
CEO of the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital (QEH),
Dr. Dexter James at a
press conference to an-
nounce a donation by the
Canadian Imperial Bank
of Commerce (CIBC) yes-
terday in the QEH
Boardroom.

“We could not turn a
blind eye to the whole
question of stroke care
management for a country
like Barbados. The
Barbados National
Registry states that there
are at least 49 strokes per
month and one in every
two persons in Barbados
who have strokes, also
have diabetes.”

Considering that this is
a serious matter, develop-

ing prevention and treat-
ment mechanisms is im-
perative and this is why
the QEH is working on
constructing a 20-bed
acute stroke unit at the
hospital.

“We have sought to de-
velop a 20-bed dedicated
stroke unit with spe-
cialised nursing; we put in
special facilities of piped
oxygen and piped gasses;
we are going to employ on
a sessional arrangement
specialised services for
speech therapy, occupa-
tional therapy,physiother-
apy, persons with skills in
swallow techniques to
start a process where we
could reverse the trend in
strokes.”

He said that the objec-
tive is to develop this unit
to such a high calibre that
it can receive international
accreditation.

“The game plan is to

eventually get to the state
where we develop a stroke
programme from an inter-
national accredited body
so we can be recognised
with the distinction of
stroke care and manage-
ment in the region.”

Cardiac Surgeon at the
QEH, Dr. Anthony Harris
stated that there are
around two to three
strokes per day,“making it
a major health care prob-
lem that Barbados has
faced for some time”

He explained that
stokes, which are associ-
ated with most of the
chronic non-communicable
diseases (CNCDs),particu-
larly diabetes and hyper-
tension, is when “when
there is sudden closure
caused by a bleed or an ob-
struction to a blood vessel
in the head affecting the
brain and a part of the
brain dies.”

Furthermore, having a
stroke can be devastating
on the person involved to
the point where it is almost
as bad as dying because of
the many disabilities can
occur as a result of a
stroke.“It really is a devas-
tating disease. Not only
does it kill, but is causes
disability,” he said.

Dr. Harris said that this
is why it is an issue that
they must pay special at-
tention to and the 20-bed
Unit would help them to
do this.

“About 30 percent of
them can be fatal so it is
something that we have to
pay attention to and to en-
sure that when a person
survives a stroke, that they
are able to do so with some
rehabilitation that gets
them back to functioning
as normally as they can
and nearly as normal as
they were before.”
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One of Three Groups at the tour on Sunday. 

The Cook House, was built by slaves who imposed their African aesthetic
into the architecture needs restoration. 

49 strokes per month in B’dos

Heritage Fun for the family 
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CHIEF Executive Officer
of the Barbados Agricul-
tural Society (BAS),
James Paul, says that
wherever new technolo-
gies are available in the
poultry industry, they will
be incorporated.

His comments came as
he spoke to members of
the media on some of the
developments in the in-
dustry.

According to Paul, “We
also have to look at the
whole question of trying
to ensure that, in terms of
the production processes
on the farms, we maintain
consistency in quality.
Very often that means the
question of standardising
production practices on
farm, so that if a con-
sumer wants a particular
bird of a particular size,
not only some farmers can
do it, all farmers can do
it, and that is very impor-
tant.”

“Very often we feel that
people will buy what we
put out, but tastes change.
But what we need to do is
that farmers, recognising
this, are prepared to
change their product so
that it meets consumer
expectations, so that you
don’t have a situation
where farmers have a
product that the market
does not really want.”

The BAS head also al-
luded to a promotion
which was started to en-
courage Barbadians to
consume more eggs,
which he said will be re-
started to push egg sales.

Complete meal
“People don’t appreciate

the fact that it is a com-
plete and cost effective
meal, even in these days
when we are challenged
with high food costs. It
gives all the protein that
you need.”

“Similar things we are
going to be pushing. And
that is why you need to
promote our local poultry
industry, because we can-
not have a situation
where we have diminish-
ing production, because if
we have that, it means
that the per unit cost of
production will rise as a
result,” he said.

Paul said it will be crit-
ically important to be pro-
active, in terms of seeking
and identifying markets,
and to provide training to
farmers. He also stressed
the importance of having
the right health stan-
dards in place. (JH)

Technology,
promotion the
way to go

BARBADIAN children
with cancer now have
a better chance of over-
coming that diagnosis,
with the opening of the
Shaw Family Telemedi-
cine Room.

That is according to Dr.
Victor Blanchette, Hae-
matologist, the Hospital
for Sick Children
(SickKids) and McCaig
Family Medical Director,
SickKids-Caribbean
Initiative.

He made the comments
yesterday morning, while
delivering remarks at the
official opening of the Te-
lemedicine Room at the
University of the West In-
dies Clinical Skills Buil-
ding.

The new facility, made
possible by donations

from the Barbados lead
donor Leslois Shaw Foun-
dation, in partnership
with Scotiabank, will see
children with cancer and
blood disorders receiving
the very best of care,
through the ability of local
doctors to have real-time
communication with doc-
tors based at the Hospital
for Sick Children in Toron-
to, Canada.

Remarkable turnaround
He explained that half a

century ago, a diagnosis of
cancer would have meant
almost certain death to
children, but by using a
combination of therapies
and surgery at the Toron-
to hospital, they have
been able to cure approx-
imately 80 per cent of the

300 children seen every
year with a newly diag-
nosed cancer.

The Barbadian-born
doctor said that it has
been a remarkable turn-
around, due to advances
in medical science and
dedicated teams of health-
care specialists.

“Our goal is simple: To
close gaps in the assess-
ment and the care of chil-
dren with cancer and seri-
ous blood disorders, such
as sickle cell anaemia, not
only between the partner
countries in the Carib-
bean, but also between
these countries and coun-
tries such as Canada.

“We have a dream... a
dream that all children di-
agnosed in our partner
Caribbean countries will

have the chance of the
cure of their cancer,” he
said.

Dr. Blanchette added,
“Our strategy is to connect
healthcare specialists at
the hospital for Sick
Children in Toronto with
their counterparts in the
Caribbean, using modern
technology such as tele-
medicine facilitating real-
time case consultations
and knowledge transfer.

With that in mind, Pro-
Vice Chancellor and Prin-
cipal of the University of
the West Indies, Cave Hill
Campus, Professor Sir
Hilary Beckles, said the
University is committed
to building a first class
medical infrastructure
and culture in this coun-
try.

“That infrastructure
and culture includes facil-
ities… A first class med-
ical culture requires excel-
lent facilities and relevant
and excellent pro-
grammes, and therefore,
ensuring that it is what
we wish it to be, these
kinds of partnerships and
this kind of initiative –
The SickKids Caribbean
Initiative – is absolutely
critical to the definition of
what a quality healthcare
system could and should
look like at this moment
in time,” he said.

To that end, Sir Hilary
said that the health sector
has a tremendous future
before it, and as such, the
UWI is proud to be part of
the SickKids-Caribbean
initiative. (JRT)

Telemedicine Room opened 

THE head of this country’s
lone tertiary healthcare fa-
cility is of the firm belief
that small island develop-
ing states (SIDS) must ex-
plore and exploit the use
of information and com-
munication technology, to
improve how things are
done.

Speaking at the launch
of the Shaw Family Tele-
medicine Room at the Uni-
versity of the West Indies
Clinical Skills Building
yesterday morning, Chief
Executive Officer of the
Queen Elizabeth Hospital
(QEH), Dr. Dexter James,
explained the benefits of
using ICT at the hospital,
as he spoke of the hospi-

tal’s development of tele-
medicine in diagnostic
services, such as radiology
and pathology.

Dr. James hammered
home the point, as he
noted that the demand for
trained radiologists world-
wide is far outstripping the
current supply,as they are
graduating at a rate of
three per cent, and the de-
mand currently stands at
10 per cent.

The QEH head stated
that this can pose a chal-
lenge for SIDS in the fu-
ture,and so such countries
must look at how to access
the services of radiologists
without actually having a
radiologist on site,and this

can be done by way ICTs.
He explained that in the

case of radiology at the
QEH, all images are now
in digital format, and
through the picture archiv-
ing and communications
system, doctors are able to
remotely access,view,read,
report and consult on im-
ages on a real-time basis.

He explained that
through this capability,
physicians are now able to
access images during ward
rounds, outpatient clinics,
operating rooms, at home,
and even if they are over-
seas.

“This means that in the
case of a patient present-
ing with a stroke, our neu-

rologists, cardiologists, ra-
diologists and A&E physi-
cians can now consult on a
CT and other diagnostic
information and take im-
mediate decisions on the
care and treatment for
such patients,” he ex-
plained.

With that in mind, he
maintained that the bene-
fits of telemedicine oppor-
tunities are tremendous
for the healthcare system
in Barbados. He further
contended that there are
still opportunities for tele-
ophthalmology, and he
suggested that the en-
abling infrastructure could
be set-up in the polyclin-
ics. (JRT)

ICTs important, says QEH head 

Chief Executive Officer
of the Barbados
Agricultural Society
(BAS), James Paul.

BARP from Page 1

“We have a lot of con-
fidence in LIAT. We
recognise that it has
gone through problems,
but it has kept flying.
Many airlines have
come to this region and
failed to fly or they flew
for very short periods of
time.

Increased efficiency
“We believe that

LIAT is going to be here
for a long time, and it is
taking steps to make it
a more efficient airline,
because there is no air-
line that does not have
problems. We believe
that with the re-fleet-
ing and restructuring of
LIAT, it is going to be
an airline that we can,
once again, be proud
of,” he insisted.

BARP also launched
new membership cards,
which now feature a
photo identification of
subscribers for security
measures, and a QR
code to allow the associ-
ation to collect data
from the use of cards.
(JMB)

BARP
partners
with
LIAT,
launches
new
cards

       



IT is time that the
much talked about Uni-
versity College of
Barbados is brought to
fruition.

This is the firm stance of
Barbados’ Ambassador to
CARICOM, Robert Bobby
Morris, as he delivered the
feature address on Satur-
day evening to the 2013
Graduating Class of the
Barbados Community
College at the Garfield
Sobers Sports Complex.

Giving kudos to the Uni-
versity of the West Indies,
the Barbados Community
College and the Samuel
Jackman Prescod Poly-
technic for their work at
the tertiary level, he nev-
ertheless stressed that it
was critical that the island
was given its own univer-
sity.

“I get jealous when I see
the programmes now
being rolled out by Ja-
maica and their School of
Technology – which is re-
ally a university, – Trini-
dad and Tobago with their
University of Trinidad and
Tobago… 

“I ask myself, because I
was a CO-chair with Mr.
Joseph Goddard, man-
dated to look at the estab-
lishment of a University
College of Barbados, and
that report was given, and
up to today we do not have
this and I am jealous, be-
cause I still believe that
we should have one and I
believe very firmly that it
is one thing to have a
branch of UWI here, but
we want our own Univer-
sity College of Barbados.

“I am firmly of the view
that BCC would be the
foundation institution for
that university,” he ar-

gued.

Job struggles
In addition, Morris took

the time out to encourage
employers to give new
graduates a chance work-
ing within their establish-
ments.

He said that often these
individuals were turned
away because they lacked
the experience, but
stressed that their ambi-
tion could overcome this.

“Give these people the
chance once they have the

ambition, the drive to get
the job done. Experience
will come. Give these
bright young people a
chance. The employers
need people who are
smart, not just qualified,
who are prepared to get
the job done. Please, em-
ployers of Barbados, ab-
sorb these people into your
workforce. Don’t let them
say, as they tell me some-
times, ‘To get a job it is
about who you know.’ That
is not fair!”he emphasised.
(JMB)
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HEALTH from Back Page

lack the specialised
treatment needed for
childhood cancers.

He noted that among
the challenges are the re-
gion’s limited paediatric
pathological expertise to
assist with the diagnosis,
staging and treatment
modules, and he noted
they also lack the targeted
linear accelerator, which
can reduce the side effects
of radiation therapy.

With that in mind, he
suggested that the estab-
lishment of the Shaw
Family Telemedicine

Room will address some of
our limitations, as it con-
nects local doctors with
overseas medical special-
ists.

The health minister ex-
plained that through the
telemedicine room, family
and medical staff will
have access to a team of
medical experts, as it re-
lates to the diagnosis and
treatment options that are
available, and he said
that, in the future, it is en-
visioned that hospice and
rehabilitative services can
be offered, to provide an
integrative approach to
care involving families

and caregivers.
“Fighting cancer has to

be addressed within the
framework of internatio-
nal co-operation, in order
to increase knowledge and
understanding of cancer
diseases, their prevention,
treatment and rehabilita-
tion… 

“When we envision fu-
ture health in the Carib-
bean, we can and should
dare to dream of victories
which greatly benefit our
children, and ultimately
have a real impact on the
human development lev-
els of our people,” he
added. (JRT)

Health Minister speaks
about fighting cancer

Bring the University College of Barbados

New graduates Jason Carter, Shakira Boxill, Chanice Grant and Roger Christie.

Barbados’ Ambassador to CARICOM, Robert Bobby Morris. 

       



PERHAPS you’ve noticed that the men around you
are not as clean-shaven as they usually are. Perhaps
they have started to be a bit more flamboyant in the
way they groom their facial hair.

We hope so.
It would mean that they have joined the

‘Movember’ movement, which seeks to raise
awareness about men’s cancers during the month of
November by growing beards and moustaches.

There is a lot going on this month: Independence
celebrations, the run-up to Christmas and it is also
recognised as Diabetes Month. However, we do
believe that changing the face of men’s health –
which is what the Movember campaign aims to do
– is an equally important initiative that deserves
attention.

It is disappointing that with all the information
that is readily accessible in this day and age, men
are still reluctant to take care of their health.
Cultural norms encourage them to engage in
behaviours such as excessive alcohol consumption
and smoking, which are known to be risk-factors for
cancer, so there really needs to be greater
sensitisation efforts targeted specifically towards
men. Another cultural norm that makes men more
susceptible to succumbing to cancer is the machismo
that makes them afraid to admit to a ‘weakness’ or
having to place themselves in situations where they
feel vulnerable.

With the utmost respect, gentlemen, it’s 2013! The
‘strong, silent’ type just does not cut it anymore.
What you should be encouraging among yourselves
is the ‘smart, proactive’ type.

A few months ago, consultant urologist, Dr. Jeetu
Nebhnani reminded Barbadian men that they need
to take their health seriously, noting that prostate
cancer is a serious disease in Barbados. He revealed
that this country has the third highest mortality of
prostate cancer in the world,a statistic that suggests
that men are not seeking treatment for the disease,
even if they are aware of the diagnosis.

Again, cultural norms come into play in the way
persons respond to a diagnosis. For many men, it is
easier to ignore warning signs or even a diagnosis,
especially when it comes to cancers below the belt,
since they believe that corresponding treatments
usually strike at the heart of their masculinity.This
is a fear that women have to confront when a
mastectomy is recommended as a response to a
breast cancer diagnosis. However, it is more sociably
acceptable for a woman to be vulnerable than a
man, so we see our men shying away from anything
that would put a chink in their armour.

Yet, diseases such as cancer do not disappear if we
just ignore them. The best strategy is to face the
diagnosis and treatment head on. This involves
equipping oneself with all the information about
the treatment and recovery process, as well having
a good support system that would help one to
withstand the rigours of the medical care. It also
involves more open acknowledgement by the society
at large that it is just as supportive of men’s cancers
as they are of women’s.

We see an opportunity here for the Men’s
Educational Support Organisation (MESA) to get
involved and diversify its public image by being at
the fore of a more concerted effort to raise awareness
about men’s health issues. The association has
indicated that it would like to see more men coming
forward to be members and it stands to reason that
this might be better achieved if they showed interest
in a greater variety of issues that affect men.

Last month, the whole island knew it was time to
‘think pink’. What about this month? Are you
thinking about our men?

Editorial

Give men
more support

BALTIMORE – The
Vatican ambassador to the
US, addressing American
bishops at their first na-
tional meeting since Pope
Francis was elected, said
yesterday they should not
“follow a particular ideol-
ogy” and should make
Roman Catholics feel
more welcome in church.

Archbishop Carlo Maria
Vigano noted the chal-
lenges from broader soci-
ety to Christian teaching.
He cautioned that the
bishops’ witness to faith
would be undermined if
they failed to live simply.
Francis, in office for eight
months, has captured at-
tention for eschewing
some of the pomp of the
papacy, including his deci-
sion to live in the Vatican
hotel and his use of an

economy car.
“There has to be a no-

ticeable lifestyle charac-
terised by simplicity and
holiness of life. This is a
sure way to bring our peo-
ple to an awareness of the
truth of our message,” said
Vigano, the apostolic nun-
cio based in Washington.

“The Holy Father wants
bishops in tune with their
people,” Vigano said, not-
ing that he visited the
pope in June. “He made a
special point of saying that
he wants pastoral bishops,
not bishops who profess or
follow a particular ideol-
ogy.”

In a September inter-
view,Francis said Catholic
leaders should give
greater emphasis to com-
passion, arguing the
church’s focus on abortion,

marriage and contracep-
tion has been too narrow
and alienating. For the
last several years, the pub-
lic sessions of the fall bish-
ops’ assembly have cen-
tered on those issues.This
year’s meeting gave the
first glimpse of how that
message was resonating
among American leaders.

New York Cardinal
Timothy Dolan, president
of the US Conference of
Catholic Bishops, dedi-
cated his speech to perse-
cuted Christians overseas,
asking the bishops to
make international reli-
gious freedom a top prior-
ity. He made only a pass-
ing reference to the bish-
ops’ own religious freedom
campaign, and then only
to say that their struggles
“pale in comparison” to the

plight of Christians and
others overseas.

Dozens of Catholic char-
ities and dioceses, along
with evangelical colleges
and others, are suing the
Obama administration
over a requirement that
employers provide health
insurance that includes
contraceptive coverage.
The bishops say the reli-
gious exemption to the
rule violates the religious
freedom of nonprofit and
for-profit employers. The
issue is expected to reach
the Supreme Court.

In a news conference
after the speech, Dolan
said his speech was not a
shift away from that fight
– but an expansion of it.
“It’s almost raised our con-
sciousness to say we can’t
stop here,” Dolan said.

WASHINGTON –
Hundreds of thousands of
Chinese students are
flocking to US colleges and
universities, helping to
drive the number of
international students
studying in America to
record levels.

Similarly, all-time high
numbers of American
students are studying
abroad, although there are
far fewer and they tend to
do much shorter stints than
students coming to the
United States.

The findings are in an
analysis being released
yesterday that was
conducted by a nonprofit
group that worked with the
State Department.

They say international
education programs do
more than advance cultural
enrichment; they also are
an economic boon to
communities that host
foreign students and to the
students themselves, who
improve their job
competitiveness.

Foreign students
contribute about $24 billion
annually to the US
economy and about two-
thirds of them primarily
pay their own way or their

families do,according to the
Institute of International
Education and the State
Department’s Bureau of
Educational and Cultural
Affairs.

All told,819 644 students
came to the United States to
study abroad in the 2012-13
school year. The highest
numbers were from China,
India, South Korea, Saudi
Arabia and Canada. That’s
a record high, with a 7 per
cent increase from a year
earlier and 40 per cent from
more than a decade ago.
Despite the increases,
international students
make up less than 4 per
cent of all students.

There was some
slowdown in the number of
students coming to the
United States in the years
after the Sept.11 attacks,in
part because of visa issues,
but the number has since
rebounded.

About 235 000 of the
international students were
from China, a 21 per cent
increase. A burgeoning
middle class combined with
a view that America has
quality colleges and
universities were factors
cited as driving the
demand. About one-third

studied business and
management once they
arrived, the report said.

“Chinese students and
their parents are looking for
high quality education, get
the importance of
international education,
and it’s making America the
No. 1 destination because
we actually have the
capacity to absorb
international students,”
said Allan Goodman,
president and CEO of the
institute.

The number of students
from Saudi Arabia studying
in the United States
jumped 30 per cent, to 45
000. These students are
largely funded by a Saudi
government scholarship
program nearly in its 10th
year, the report said.

The top destinations for
international students were
the University of Southern
California in Los Angeles,
the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign in
Champaign, Ill., Purdue
University in West
Lafayette, Ind., New York
University, and Columbia
University in New York.

By contrast, 283 332 US
students studied abroad for
academic credit – a 3 per

cent increase from a year
earlier.

In the past 20 years, the
number of US students
studying abroad has tripled.
But less than 10 per cent of
American students study
abroad during their college
years.The United Kingdom,
Italy, Spain, France and
China were the top
destinations.

Attention tied to the
Beijing Olympics and more
classes taught in English
are factors starting to drive
more American students to
China, Goodman said. A
State Department program
called 100 000 Strong,
which officially started in
2010, aims to send 100 000
American students to
China over a four-year
period.

The report found that 14
887 Americans studied in
China in 2011-2012 – a 2
per cent increase, but that
doesn’t include students
going to China for noncredit
programs.

“We encourage study
abroad whether it’s short
term,long term,whether it’s
credit,noncredit,”said Evan
Ryan, a State Department
official, on a conference call
with reporters.

Study: Record number 
of foreign students hit US

Pope’s rep: US bishops 
shouldn’t preach ideology

‘For the cause that lacks assistance, ’Gainst the wrongs that need resistance, For the future in the distance, And the good that I can do’
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IN these difficult times,
the role of the church in
helping to strengthening
communities and
enriching the lives of
others cannot be
underestimated.

Speaking recently at
the 18th Anniversary
celebration of Mount
Zion’s Missions
International Inc., Social
Care Minister, Stephen
Blackett, praised the
church on achieving the
milestone.

“This church has proven
to be a vibrant and
powerful vehicle for the
promotion of the Word of
God and all that is
associated with advancing
his cause in many areas of
life in this country.

“It is no wonder that
your church has
prospered and flourished
and stands as a beacon, a

veritable light house on
the religious landscape of
this fair land of ours,” he
enthused.

Apostle Dr. Lucille
Baird stated that the
church had a role to
perform and would
continue to do so. “We
must continue to touch
lives, and effect change in
our society, to speak out
against immorality and
societal ills, while
grappling with the ‘new
normal’ that has not only
impacted our society and
has destroyed our youth
(our future leaders). This
new normal has also
impacted the church of
God. It is for these reasons
also that the church has
been called upon to
become unified and
engaged, as she fights the
good fight of faith for her
Lord.”

Church praised
for contribution

Frank Hinds was awarded Outstanding Postal Worker - St. James Post Office. Constable Reginald Blackman was recognised as an Outstanding Police Office -
St. James Police Station.

Social Care Minister Steven Blackett, presenting to Ms. Margot Griffith – Outstanding Teacher – Gordon
Greenidge Primary School.

MINISTER of Culture,
Stephen Lashley, firmly
believes that much of
Barbadian history lies in
the island’s cuisine, and
has stated that
oftentimes “our cuisine
tells more about our
history than the history
books do”.

The Minister expressed
this view during his
remarks at the official
opening of the NIFCA
Culinary Arts Exhibition,

which took place at Sky
Mall, Haggatt Hall, last
Friday evening.

Alluding to the
inclusion of the culinary
arts within the cultural
industries, Minister
Lashley stated: “We could
not fail to do so. The
preparation of our food
has always been a very
important aspect of our
culture.

“And so we must be
proud, and we must be

ready to share our cuisine
with the world. We must
be confident enough to
serve authentic conkies,
cou-cou and steamed
flying fish, macaroni pie,
pudding and souse – in
the most prestigious
restaurants.”

The Culture Minister
added that similarly to
other countries that have
successfully utilised their
local cuisine as a tourism
marketing tool, Barbados

could also be promoted as
a place where visitors
could come and enjoy
food. This development,
he pointed out, would
“undoubtedly make great
savings on our food
importation bill”.

Minister Lashley also
applauded the entrants
of this year’s Culinary
Arts competition, and
wished them much
success as they vie for the
various prizes being

offered.
“The achievement of

excellence in the
Culinary Arts will be
rewarded with such
prizes as the coveted
NIFCA Gold, the Enid
Maxwell Award for the
Culinary Arts, the Prime
Minister’s Scholarship
award valued at $35 000
and other general
sponsored awards in the
non-professional
category. Entrants in the

professional category are
also eligible for the
Governor General’s
Award and the Prime
Minister’s Award for the
best original NIFCA
entry,” the Minister
outlined, adding that two
top chefs will be selected
to be part of the National
Culinary Team which will
compete in the Taste of
the Caribbean
competition to be held in
Miami next year.

Barbadian cuisine showcases national history 
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By Jewel Brathwaite

IT is that time again, when
interest will be on the
performance of private sector
companies with recent end-of-
year reporting periods.

The focus is on those listed on
the Barbados Stock Exchange,
and the credit union movement,
the latter having completed their
reporting period earlier this
year.

Some have already completed
their end-of-year reporting
period, and the half-year for
another major one has just
ended.

Therefore, the issues for
shareholders, would-be
investors,government,and other
stakeholders of these companies
in general, will be on just how
well these firms have done
during their financial year.

In addition, it will be a case of
how effective defensive
measures instituted to cope with
economic challenges, including
increased cost of doing business
and slowing sales, have been
during the past year.

It would also be useful to know,
from their perspective, whether
the worst of the recession has
passed, and companies are
beginning to get up, remove
some of the dust,and get on with
the business of investing. The
financials expected from here on
will tell the story.

From the perspectives of
shareholders, dividends will be
uppermost on their minds. It
would be recalled that, last year,
directors of at least three listed
companies decided not to declare
dividends,given the challenging
economic conditions then, and
the resulting impact they have

had on these enterprises.
Directors of another company

said a decision was taken to
defer the final dividend ,so that
the company may concentrate
on a major investment.

This would be of interest to
potential investors. Potential
investors would also want to
know whether it makes sense
buying equities or remaining
with government paper, or with
allowing their funds to stay on
deposits at commercial banks,
where at best they will earn 2.5
per cent interest.

Government will be hoping
that once there is an
improvement in corporate
profitability, then corporation
taxes, which have taken a
beating over the last four to five
years, will increase, although
this depends on what happens in
the economy.

Favourable market conditions
are the principal factors which
drive business improvements.
However, over the past four
years, conditions have been
somewhat stretched, resulting
in many firms looking at ways to
trim costs in the face of a
slowdown in sales and
increasing cost of operations,
especially where electricity and
energy are concerned.

Of the 22 odd companies listed
in the Barbados Stock Exchange,
those with September year-ends
include Goddard Enterprises
Limited, West India Rum and
Republic Bank (Barbados)
Limited. August is the year-end
for Pine Hill Dairy and Banks
Holdings Limited. CIBC
FirstCaribbean International
Bank’s year-end is October,while
that month is also the half-year
reporting period  for  Cable and

Wireless (Barbados) Limited.
While not listed, credit unions

in Barbados,up to March 31 this
year, also did well given the
circumstances, as reported by
the Barbados Co-operative and
Credit Union League Limited,
the umbrella body for the
island’s 33 affiliated credit
unions and societies.

In the nine-month review to
September this year, the Central
Bank of Barbados said that
economic activity remained
depressed, as the economy
declined 0.7 per cent.

All sectors in the economy
registered declines. In addition,
there continued to be a fall-off in
demand for loans, resulting in a
build-up of liquidity in the
banking system.

Therefore, these declines
would be a reflection of how the
majority of the entities in the
sectors would have done for most
of 2013.

According to recent press
reports out of Trinidad and
Tobago,Republic Bank Limited,
parent company of the Republic

Bank (Barbados) Limited,
posted record profits of $1.17
billion, some $11 million more
than for the September 30, 2012
financial year.

Little to no growth expected
Ron Harford,Chairman of the

Bank,was quoted as saying that
while commodity exporting
countries like Trinidad and
Tobago and Guyana were
expected to lead Republic’s
performance in the coming year,
tourism dependent economies
like Barbados and the Eastern
Caribbean were expected to face
challenges, with little or no
growth.

At the BCCUL’s annual
general meeting, the President,
Hally Haynes,highlighted some
improvements in the movement.

“One of the main highlights
reported to members was that,
notwithstanding the difficult
economic environment, the cre-
dit union movement still recor-
ded respectable growth,”
according to officials  of the
League.

Membership, savings, loans
and assets improved during the
reporting period.

Credit Union assets were now
$1.6 billion at March this year.

As for investing, earlier this
year, Tennyson Beckles, an
Economist, had said that one  of
the reasons why companies were
not investing was because of the
low returns investments were
fetching.

Some things seemed to be
happening in the economy, or at
least are about to happen.These
relate to Sandals, the pending
Electric Light and Power paving
the way for investments, some
road projects and a few other
major capital works
programmes.

Neal and Massy Holdings,
which is listed on the BSE, has
just rolled out a new investment
in the local retail sector, while
announcing plans for others.

These, therefore, should give a
boost to the economy. In the
meantime, we wait to see what
the companies will be reporting
at their year end.

By RuthMoisa Alleyne

WHO uses them? Govern-
ments, political parties, civil
servants, financial compa-
nies, opinion-polling firms,
social researchers, news or-
ganisations, and much more,
depend heavily on the use of
statistics.

As the curtain soon closes on
International Year of Statistics
2013, its theme, “Statistics in
Everyday Life; Let Us Educate
and Appreciate,” stands as a
symbol of a world-wide need to
get persons to see the discipline
as more than just numbers, but
as a means of empowering coun-
tries to make better informed de-

cisions.
Statistics is not confined to a

research room, but touches ma-
ny aspects of our lives, namely
Medicine, Economics Agricul-
ture,Business,Law enforcement
and Weather forecasting.

According to
statistics2013.org, Statistics is
becoming more critical as aca-
demia, businesses, and govern-
ments come to rely on data-
driven decisions,greatly expand-
ing the demand for statisticians.

The Barbados Advocate re-
cently sat with Director (Ag.) of
the Barbados Statistical Service
(BSS), Mr. Aubrey Browne, to
discuss several topics – at the
forefront the 2010 Census re-

sults, which were released last
month.

Advocate: You must be
breathing a sigh of relief, now
that the results of the last census
have finally been released –
October 15th to be exact. We
were hearing last year about
some major challenges that the
BSS was encountering in getting
the results out.What exactly did
you confront?

Aubrey Browne: Our chal-
lenges were mainly manpower,
and in some instances, techni-
cal. We “lost” several persons
who were critical to our opera-
tions, including our main IT of-
ficer, who would have been

trained primarily in processing
the central information.

When that person left, we
were only left with one IT officer
who had some knowledge of pro-
cessing the census. As would be
expected, there had to be a learn-
ing curve, and the process took
longer than anticipated.

We also lost the processing
staff at some point in time in
2011, leaving us with two offi-
cers – a census statistician and
a census IT officer.During 2012-
2013, I allowed the statistician to
go on training leave and she was
not replaced...

The census office is a tempo-
rary office and they would have
been given a specific time-frame

in which to operate. When that
time passed, those persons were
recalled to their respective posts.

Other challenges included the
fact that we were using new
technology and that we had sig-
nificant substandard work com-
ing in from some enumerators.
This results in delays in data ed-
iting and data cleaning. Those
processes took us into 2013.This
census took us three years to
complete, compared to two years
for the 2000 census.

Advocate:With the census fi-
nally competed and released,
what was your overall feeling as 

CONT’D on PAGE 11

Q&A with Aubrey Browne – Director (Ag.) BSS

Ron Harford, Chairman of Republic Bank Limited, T & T.

Anticipation for
private sector
end-of-year reports 
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as it related to the project?
Aubrey Browne: Looking at the results, it seems as

though the population was less responsive to the enu-
merators. They were not completed to the same degree
as in 2000. I feel that there is room for improvement.The
results that were produced were not, to my mind, what
we would normally have expected from the census, par-
ticularly as it relates to data collection and getting a bet-
ter response.We need to pay greater attention to getting
a better response from the general public.This is where
we would need to step up in raising greater public aware-
ness through education, about the purpose and role of
statistics, how it can be used to improve their lives.

Advocate: You mentioned the high level of data-ed-
iting and data-cleaning that was necessary in order to
process the findings? Why, in this day and age, are we
still sending field operators our with “paper and pencil”?
Wouldn’t your work be made easier if the operators were
outfitted with tablets, for example?

Aubrey Browne : There’s no doubt about it. We are
behind in the way we collect data. If we had a greater
level of technology to our disposal, I agree that we could
certainly cut down on the length of time the process
takes.And this is certainly the direction we’d like to move
in, but we would need to have the resources put in place
where we can acquire the necessary equipment to sup-
ply our field staff, so that they can capture the informa-
tion electronically, avoid the massive use of paper, and
reduce the amount of post-processing which needs to be
done.

Advocate: How far away are we from the point of see-
ing this achieved?

Aubrey Browne: Not that far away.Such use of tech-
nology is actually part of our Modernisation project.We
are moving toward the direction of implementing an IT
Solution for a National Statistical System. We expect
that during the course of the next financial year, under
this project, we will be seeking to put that IT solution in
place.

Advocate: With such technology in place, would it be
possible to have a census conducted more often than ten
years... particularly in such an environment which de-
mands data faster to inform decision making?

Aubrey Browne: No, the census is the most cost-in-
tensive exercise that any country can undertake. You’d
be surprised to know that the last census cost the Barba-
dos Government $405million.And that is not something
that the Government can just pay out on a regular basis.

Advocate: How often do other countries take a cen-
sus?

Aubrey Browne: Most countries in the Caribbean
conduct a census every ten years.

Advocate: And in first-world countries?
Aubrey Browne: The recommendation for some

countries is every five years.

Advocate: Don’t you think that if we really saw the
economic value of having that information and using
that statistical evidence to inform better decision mak-
ing, that the country would be able to justify spending
that amount?

Aubrey Browne: Maybe, but at the end of the day,
government’s decisions depend on the allocation of scarce
resources – that’s to say,what Government sees as its pri-
orities.

Advocate: We hear it said often that Barbadian or-
ganisations still rely on suppositions and guestimations,
whilst – by their unwillingness to invest in it – not seem-
ingly being appreciative of the true value of measure-
ment. Do we as a society really understand the impor-
tance of statistics in our lives?

Aubrey Browne: If we are going to develop, then we
have to use statistics to inform our development.We can’t
operate by guessing. We have to look at whatever data
is there and develop policies based on evidence,which in
this case is the statistics collected.

No, I don’t believe that the population fully under-

stands the importance of the statistics.We have not yet
developed that culture of providing information about
ourselves. If we did, then it would be less of a challenge
to obtain information from respondents.We still have a
long way to go to educate the population to appreciate
how statistics can be used to inform decision making.

Advocate: Of the findings in the 2010 Census, what
observation most stood out to you?

Aubrey Browne:The one that comes to mind imme-
diately is that the census clearly shows that we have an
ageing population.The age groups with the largest pop-
ulation are actually moving in an upward direction, so
that now the largest population age group is in the 45-
49 age group.Thirty years ago it might have been in the
25 to 29 age group.With that upward progression,we are
also seeing a diminishing trend at the bottom of the scale
– the younger age groups are less in numbers.

Advocate: So what implications can we deduce from
that finding?

Aubrey Browne: Simply put, we don’t have a re-
placement for the labour force. The challenge then will
come at some point for the social security, where we
would have a larger elderly population to support and a
reduced labour force to do so.

Advocate: I was surprised to find our that there are
approximately only 1 000 more females to males in
Barbados? What ever happened to that old rumour that
there were two women to every Barbadian man?

Aubrey Browne: Well, its just that – a rumour. If you
look at the demographics, you would see that, actually,
more males are born in Barbados than females. It’s only
when you get [to] the older age groups (teenage) it starts
to balance out.And then,as you get to the adult ages, fe-
males begin to outnumber males... but only very gradu-
ally.

Advocate: Does the census take into account per-
sons who are imprisoned?

Aubrey Browne:Yes, they make up what is referred
to as the institutionalised population.The tabulation of
the population is normally for private households, but
then we also collect desk information from those in in-
stitutions.Those two populations added together is what
provides the estimated total population.

We can’t really speak on the institutionalised popula-
tion. We only get the number of males versus females,
age groups... not more details beyond that.

Advocate: For those who may not know, what are
some of the major operations carried out by the BSS?

Aubrey Browne: Actually, this is the purpose for
today’s [last Friday’s] open day to the general public.Two
main surveys that we conduct are establishment surveys
and household surveys.

In establishment surveys we collect information on the
industries,mainly manufacturing industries.From those
surveys, we produce the index of industrial production,
which is a quantity index measuring the volume of prod-
uct in the those industries. In terms of household sur-
veys, that information is on a quarterly basis. From
them,we get information on employment and unemploy-
ment.

We also collect information on prices from a sample of
outlets.That information is used to produce indices of re-
tail prices, which are then used to estimate inflation. In
addition to that, we use administrative records to gen-
erate other statistics. For example, the socio- economic
statistics division obtains information from the registry
regarding births and deaths. We use information from
the immigration department for information on the
tourist arrivals, including cruise ship passengers.

Information obtained from Customs is fed into Trade
Accounts. That information feeds into exports and im-
ports data.National Accounts takes information from all
of the sources mentioned above.

Advocate: Lastly, it’d be interesting to know how
many students are showing interest in statistics. For
many, it has been one of those “most feared” subjects...
to be avoided at all cost.

Aubrey Browne: Well, that should not be the case.
Today, we had secondary school students attending the

workshop and expressing an interest in the discipline...
some inquiring about job attachments to get some work
experience.For me,people’s aversion to statistics is sim-
ply a mindset. It’s like mathematics – people have a
mindset that it is difficult, but once who get into it, you
realise it’s one of the easiest subjects to pass. It’s just a
matter of thinking logically and applying what u learn
in everyday life in a logical way.

In mathematics, you are either right or wrong – there
is only one answer. There is no need to guess. Once you
work it out properly, you’ll reach only one solution. It’s
the same with statistics. There’s always a logical ap-
proach to working out a solution to a problem.

The BSS is a department of the Economic Affairs
Division of the Ministry of Finance and Economic
Affairs. Mr. Aubrey Browne has served as Director (Ag.)
from 2011 and as held a career in Statistics for 28
years.
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BANK RATES
Commercial  bank  rates  to  the  public at  the close of
business yesterday by the Central Bank of Barbados.

Valid for November 12, 2013

Telegraphic Transfers
Currency Buying Selling
Euro 2.66995          2.72001              
Pound Sterling £ 3.18300      3.24267              
Canadian $ 1.89813 1.93783
United States $ 1.99375 2.02768
Guyana $ 0.00980 0.00986
East Caribbean $ 0.73843 0.74306
Belizean $ 0.99688 1.00313
Demand/Sight:
Currency Buying Selling
Euro 2.66494            2.72001              
Pound Sterling £ 3.17702 3.24267              
Canadian $ 1.89454 1.93783              
United States $ 1.99000 2.02768
Guyana $ 0.00980 0.00986
East Caribbean $ 0.73843 0.74306
Belizean $ 0.99688 1.00313
Notes:
Currency Buying Selling
Euro  2.62640 2.73700     
Pound Sterling £ 3.13108 3.26292              
Canadian $ 1.88382  1.93954              
United States $ 1.98000 2.02857
East Caribbean $ 0.73704 0.74445
Belizean $ 1.00000 1.00000

INDICATIVE RATES FOR SOME REGIONAL
CURRENCIES AS ADVISED BY THE 

RESPECTIVE CENTRAL BANKS
N.B.: These rates are not meant to be used for trading.

BDS$
Guyana $ 0.00983
Jamaica $ 0.01904
Trinidad & Tobago $ 0.31379

The National Census dissected

Acting Director of the BSS, Aubrey Browne.

 



You may not even know
you are eating them, but
trans fats will eventu-

ally be a thing of the past. The
Food and Drug Administration
says it is phasing them out,
saying they are a threat to
public health. Some questions
and answers about the danger-
ous fats:

Q: What are trans fats?
A: Trans fats, also called par-

tially hydrogenated oils, are
created when hydrogen is
added to vegetable oil to make
it more solid. They can con-
tribute to heart disease and
are considered even less
healthy than saturated fats,
which can also contribute to
heart problems.

Q: How do I know if I am
eating them?

A: You won’t be able to taste
them, but they do help give a
more solid texture and rich-
ness to certain foods, like
baked goods and ready-to-eat
frostings. Some restaurants
use them to fry food and they
are also sometimes used in mi-
crowave popcorn, biscuits and
pie crusts. You’ll know you are
eating them by looking on the
nutrition label of a packaged
food – the FDA has required
labeling of trans fats since
2006.

Q: Why are they so bad for
you?

A: Trans fats can raise “bad”
cholesterol and lower “good”
cholesterol. That can con-
tribute to heart disease – the
leading cause of death in the
United States.

Q: Are all fats bad for you?
A: No, but they should be

eaten in moderation.
Unsaturated fats found in
nuts, vegetable oils and fish
are the best for you. Saturated
fats mostly derived from ani-
mals are less healthy and
should be less than 10 percent
of a person’s daily calories.
Total fat should make up no
more than 35 percent of calo-
ries a day, according to the fed-
eral Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.

Q: How long have these
trans fats been around?

A: For over 100 years, ac-
cording to the American Heart
Association. They were first
found on grocery shelves in
1911, with the introduction of
Crisco vegetable shortening.
Its use became more wide-
spread during World War II
when butter products were ra-
tioned and people started
using margarines that con-
tained trans fats. Many mar-
garines are now trans fat free,
as is Crisco.

Q: How will the trans fats be
phased out?

A: The FDA announced
Thursday that it has made a
preliminary decision that
trans fats no longer fall in the
agency’s “generally recognized
as safe” category, which is 
reserved for thousands of 
additives that manufacturers
can add to foods without FDA
review. Once trans fats are off
the list, anyone who wants to
use them would have to 
petition the agency for a 
regulation allowing it. Such a
petition would be unlikely to
be approved since the FDA has
determined that trans fats are
a threat to public health. The
agency hasn't yet said what
the timeline will be for elimi-
nating them but is taking com-
ments from industry on what
would be appropriate.

Q: Haven’t a lot of trans fats
already been phased out?

A: Yes. A series of local laws,
starting with New York City in
2008, has already prompted
the food industry to find alter-
natives. The industry esti-
mates that almost three-
fourths of trans fats are gone
already. According to the FDA,
trans fat intake among
Americans declined from 4.6
grams per day in 2003 to
around one gram in 2012.

Q: If many are gone already,
then what are the benefits of
phasing them out?

A: The FDA is aiming to get
rid of those trans fats that are
left in the marketplace.
Commissioner Margaret
Hamburg said the move could
prevent 20,000 heart attacks
and 7,000 deaths a year.

Q: Will it be hard to find sub-
stitutes?

A: In some cases, no. Frying
oils are easily substituted and
food scientists have already
figured out how to substitute
other fats for trans fats in
many items. In other cases, it
will be harder. Ready-to-eat
cake frosting, for example, gets
some of its solid shape from
trans fats. Companies will
have to figure out how to keep
the item the same without
them.

Q: Will I notice the change?
A: Probably not. Trans fats

don’t have any particular
taste, and in most cases other

fats will simply be substituted.
Your heart might notice,
though. Michael Jacobson of
the Center for Science in the

Public Interest says the prohi-
bition is “one of the most im-
portant lifesaving actions the
FDA could take”.
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In this 2008 photo, a rack of doughnuts is displayed at a
Dunkin’ Donuts franchise in Boston. Consumers wondering
what food without trans fat will taste like, probably already
know as food manufacturers began eliminating it years ago. 

Q&A: What are trans fats
and why is the US is
moving to ban them?

ABDHISH R. Bhavsar, M.D., a
clinical spokesperson for the
American Academy of
Ophthalmology and senior and
managing partner at the
Retina Center Of Minnesota
was asked about eye floaters.

The Answer: If you’re see-
ing dark gray spots or strands
that seem to be floating
around in front of your face,
what you’re actually seeing is
stuff floating inside your eyes .

The rear two-thirds of your
eyeballs are filled with a jelly-
like substance called vitreous
that helps give your eye its
shape and squishiness. The vit-
reous changes as you age, liq-
uefying and often developing
so-called opacities or vitreous
strands, little bits of solid mat-
ter usually made of collagen
fibers. They float around in the
vitreous, blocking the light
that comes in through your

pupil and casting shadows on
the retina at the back of the
eye. Those shadows are what
you think you see in front of
you.

They look like they’re float-
ing in space because they are
literally floating around in the
vitreous. If you try to chase
them, the shifting of your eye-
balls will create minute waves
that carry the debris to and
fro. Keep your peepers still and

the opacities may drift out of
your field of vision.

If you suddenly see an on-
slaught of floaters, or if they
are accompanied by flashing
lights or what seems to be a
curtain closing across your 
vision, you should consult an
eye doctor, as this could signal
inflammation, bleeding or the
detachment of your retina. The
occasional elusive blur,
however, isn’t worrisome.

Should you be concerned about 
those annoying eye floaters?

      



LONDON – Rickets, the child-
hood disease that once caused
an epidemic of bowed legs and
curved spines during the
Victorian era, is making a
shocking comeback in 21st-cen-
tury Britain.

Rickets results from a severe
deficiency of vitamin D, which
helps the body absorb calcium.
Rickets was historically consid-
ered to be a disease of poverty
among children who toiled in
factories during the Industrial
Revolution, and some experts
have hypothesized it afflicted
literary characters like Tiny
Tim in Charles Dickens’ “A
Christmas Carol.”

Last month, Britain’s chief
medical officer, Dr. Sally Davies,
described the return of rickets
as “appalling.” She proposed the
country give free vitamins to all

children under 5 and asked the
country’s independent health
watchdog to study if that would
be worthwhile.

Most people get vitamin D
from the sun, oily fish, eggs or
dairy products. Rickets largely
disappeared from Britain in the
1950s, when the country em-
barked on mass programmes to
give children cod liver oil. But
in the last 15 years, the number
of reported cases of rickets in
hospitalized children has in-
creased fourfold – from 183
cases in 1995 to 762 cases in
2011. Experts said the actual
number is probably even higher
since there’s no official surveil-
lance system and it’s unknown
whether the disease has
peaked.

“It’s very surprising to see
this,” said Dr. Mitch Blair, an of-

ficer for health promotion at
the Royal College of Paediatrics
and Child Health. “Children
come in with bendy legs,
swollen wrists and sometimes
swollen ribs,” he said. “This is
not something we should be
seeing because it’s completely
preventable.” He said the condi-
tion was reversible once chil-
dren start getting enough vita-
min D, usually in tablets or in-
jections.

Blair cited a number of rea-
sons for the jump in rickets, in-
cluding changing cultural
habits – like children spending
more time playing indoors, the
stringent use of sunscreen, and
religious beliefs that mean skin
is covered. Children with dark
skin are particularly suscepti-
ble, since they need a higher
dose of sunshine than pale-
skinned children. Unlike in
other countries like Canada,
the U.S. and Australia, Britain
does not fortify foods like milk
or flour with vitamin D.

In the U.S., doctors said there
has also been a rise in rickets,
though there are no solid na-
tional figures to confirm it.

Dr. Craig Langman of
Northwestern University said
some small studies suggested
vitamin D deficiency was ram-
pant in U.S. populations but
that it was more common for
doctors to see children with
subtler forms of nutrient defi-
ciency as opposed to rickets.

“It’s a product of our changed
society,” said Dr. Laura Tosi, an
orthopedic surgeon at
Children’s National Medical
Center in Washington, D.C.
“Kids with rickets are children
who don’t have exposure to safe
places to play and (who) stop
drinking milk as soon as they’re
weaned,” she said. Tosi said
some well-intentioned public
health campaigns – like the
drive to remove flavored milk
from schools – could hurt chil-
dren’s bone health.

Tosi said the majority of chil-
dren with rickets recover com-
pletely but the most severe
cases could require surgery. “If
the vitamin D deficiency is on-
going for a long time, these kids
come in with horrific bowing of
the legs and I have to think
about breaking the bones to
straighten them,” she said.
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In this June 3, 1943 photo, physical therapist Estrid Dane
carefully supports two year old Anthony Bull, seen here
walking up a corrugated ladder during exercises which are
designed to strenthen his legs in East London.

London: 12°C CLOUDY/MIST
Boston: 10°C CLOUDY
Montreal: 03°C OVERCAST/RAIN/MIST
Toronto: 03°C OVERCAST/RAIN
New York: 11°C CLOUDY
Miami: 27°C CLOUDY

High: 11:58 am
& ---:---

Low: 5:33 am
& 6:24 pm

Yesterday: 0.0 mm
For the month: 38.5 mm
For the year: 1051.2 mm

Fair to occasionally cloudy, hazy and breezy
with some scattered showers.

Max: 30.7 °C
Min: 26.7 °C

5:29 pm5:56 am

Do you routinely order egg
whites sans their sunny
centres, assuming you’re

benefiting both your cholesterol
level and your waistline? The
“white scramble” has long been
considered the go-to breakfast
choice for fitness fans and di-
eters, but progressive nutrition
pros say it’s time to re-think the
morning meal.

If you’re wondering how the
yolk got so maligned, chalk it
up to good intentions gone
wrong. For 30 years the
American Heart Association
has been recommending a limit
of 300mg total daily cholesterol
in order to minimize your risk
for heart disease, and one large
egg contains 185mg-all of which
is found in the yolk. Cutting out
the yolk to lower your intake
seems like a smart, easy move,
right? According to more recent
studies, that 
couldn’t be more wrong.

“There’s this persistent idea
that we need to lower blood cho-
lesterol by lowering the choles-
terol we eat, but as research
has evolved, it’s shown that di-
etary cholesterol doesn’t have a
big impact on blood cholesterol,”
says Precision Nutrition coach
Brian St. Pierre, MS, RD, CSCS.
“There are many corroborating
human trials, but in one by Dr.
Jeff Volek at University of
Connecticut, subjects ate three
eggs a day every day for 12
weeks and had no significant
increase in blood cholesterol.”

Our bodies produce choles-
terol naturally-it’s a key compo-
nent in the structure of our
cells-but how the body handles
dietary cholesterol is even more
interesting in light of the AHA’s
recommendation. “There’s a
feedback loop,” explains St.
Pierre. “When you eat more
cholesterol, your body will ab-
sorb less cholesterol and pro-
duce less. Conversely, when you
eat less cholesterol, it will ab-
sorb a higher percentage and
produce more.”

Your cholesterol level, it
turns out, is largely determined
by your genetics, stress level,
and fitness habits, so trying to
lower it by modifying your diet
and, say, eating egg whites, is

misguided. You’re better off eat-
ing whole eggs for a number of
reasons.

1. Egg yolks are 
nutrient dense. 

Egg whites pale in compari-
son. Ninety percent of the nutri-
ents are found in the yolk,
which, in addition to choles-
terol, contains calcium, iron,
phosphorus, zinc, thiamine, vi-
tamin B6, folate, pantothenic
acid, B12, the fat-soluble vita-
mins A, D, and E, and omega-3
fatty acids. Plus, you get lutein
and zeaxanthin for better eye
health and choline, which de-
creases inflammation and is es-
sential for both brain and car-
diovascular function.
2. Our bodies need 
cholesterol. 

It’s a precursor to many hor-
mones in the body, including
the sex hormones testosterone
and estrogen. It’s necessary for
growth, and it’s found in every
cell membrane, which wouldn’t
have structure without it.
3. Dietary cholesterol, like
that found in eggs, doesn’t
raise blood cholesterol. 

According to that aforemen-
tioned newer research, unless
you have hypercholesterolemia,
which affects just a tiny per-
centage of the population, you
don’t have to worry about eat-
ing yolks with your whites.
4. Whole eggs can lead to
weight loss. 

One two-month study showed
that subjects eating two pro-
tein-rich eggs a day every day
for breakfast lost significantly
more weight than those who
ate a bagel. Packing protein in
your breakfast has been associ-
ated with lower overall food in-
take during the day and in-
creased weight loss.
5. They’re hearty and 
satisfying. 

Eggs whites are basically
protein and water. Who doesn’t
feel like they’re on a diet when
they’re eating egg whites?
Eating the whole egg is so
much more satisfying. The yolk
has all the flavour and nutri-
ents-now why would you sepa-
rate that from the white and
rinse it down the drain?

Are egg yolks as healthy
as the whites? 
It’s time to rethink 
the whole egg

Rickets making a comeback 
in the UK, doctors say
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THE Government of Saint
Lucia says it fully under-
stands the anxieties of poli-
cyholders of CLICO who
were adversely affected by
the collapse of the former
insurance company.

“Since the collapse of CL
Financial in 2009, CLICO
International Life Insurance
Limited has experienced serious
liquidity problems,” Prime
Minister Dr Kenny Anthony
said in a statement.

“As a consequence, on May 11,
2010 the Registrar of Insurance
intervened in the operations of
the Saint Lucia branch opera-
tions and imposed a prohibition
to writing any new contract of
insurance and to refrain from
any action that was adverse to
the policyholders.”

“Furthermore, on April 11,
2011, the Eastern Caribbean
Supreme Court appointed Mr.
Richard Surage of PKF
Professional Services as judicial
manager for the branch.”

“Over time, the governments
of the Eastern Caribbean and
the court-appointed judicial

manager for Saint Lucia and
counterparts in St. Kitts/Nevis
and Barbados have considered
several restructuring options
and their financing implications.
We continue to work 
assiduously with the objective
of deriving a regional solution
which is optimal for policyhold-
ers in all practical 
circumstances.”

“The Government of Saint
Lucia continues to work closely
with the government of
Barbados and other OECS gov-
ernments in an effort to secure
the most advantageous and 
beneficial interest of our policy-
holders.”

“Government recognises the
burden which policyholders
have had to endure and the 
tolerance and patience exhibited
thus far. Government therefore
remains committed to arriving
at a practical solution at the 
earliest. However, the reality of
the situation is that the issues
surrounding the collapse 
of CLICO cannot be fully 
resolved without our regional
partners.”

BAHAMAS – Teachers in the
public school system are offi-
cially on work-to-rule as efforts
to resolve long standing issues
between education officials and
the Bahamas Union of Teachers
(BUT) failed.

In fact, BUT president,
Belinda Wilson, is calling the ex-
ercise,which got underway since
the start of the 2013 school year,
a waste of time.

“The trade disputes and meet-
ings to date have proven fruit-
less, simply a waste of time,”
Wilson said yesterday in a press
release.

As a result, the 4,000 teachers
were advised that effective
Wednesday, November 6, 2013
they will report to school at 8:45
a.m. and leave at 3:15 p.m.

According to the BUT chief,
executives have met with
Minister of State for Finance
Michael Halkitis, Minister of
Labour Shane Gibson and his
team, as well as Prime Minister
Perry Christie and have filed
trade disputes, and still no res-
olution has been reached.

Among the 12 matters of con-
cern,Wilson said, is the fact that
there is still $5.2 million owed to
teachers;new teachers have still
not received a salary since
August 2013; teachers being
sent to the Family Islands with-
out rent money or a salary;
changes to the group medical in-

surance plan without consulta-
tion; teachers being mistreated
and victimized; intimidation by
police and security officers and
an assault on teachers and
union officers.

Additionally, she revealed that
the existing agreement has been
breached, new policies are being
implemented without consulta-
tion with the union and the
union is still awaiting a counter-
proposal for the new agreement.

Wilson noted that the BUT
has taken its concerns to the
International Labour
Organization (ILO) and also in-
tends to seek relief from the
Supreme Court.

According to the BUT, the gov-
ernment has not worked in good
faith and teachers throughout
The Bahamas are taking a
strong stand and joining their
colleagues in Grand Bahama
who were already taking action.

In an effort to ascertain what
this meant moving forward,The
Freeport News was informed
that Area Vice President for
Grand Bahama, Quintin
Laroda, is on sick leave after
minor surgery.

However, according to secre-
tary general John Musgrove, the
decision to go on was agreed on
at a general meeting with the
membership in the capital on
Tuesday when they were ap-
prised of the disputes.

The membership moved a mo-
tion to work to rule, he said.

“That means no extracurricu-
lar without pay. That includes
lunchtime monitoring or after-
school programmes.Unless they
are getting paid for it, they will
not to do,” Musgrove said.

“They will only do what is
within their job description be-
tween 8:45 and 3:15.” ?

The teachers in Grand
Bahama had decided, since they
received a letter that they will
be cut for attending a meeting
on September 9 in support of
their call for the removal of the
principals at Maurice Moore
Primary School in Grand
Bahama and Anatol Rodgers
High School in the capital.

Education Minister Jerome
Fitzgerald warned if the teach-
ers were not in place as of 8:45
a.m. that day, the appropriate
action would be taken.

They were cut for a full day.
Since then the teachers in the

nation’s second city have been
on work-to-rule.

“So the teachers in Nassau
decided that that will be the first
step in one of the many
processes. If we don’ t have a
resolution, our next step is to go
through the process of a strike
vote and having a major strike
until the government has met
our demands,” Musgrove 
said.

NASSAU, Bahamas – Police
said a 77-year-old unnamed
Canadian has been airlifted to
Fort Lauderdale in the United
States after he was attacked
by a shark on Sunday.

They said that the man was

on board a fishing boat off 
Cape Eleuthera with 
friends when the incident oc-
curred.

They said he received in-
juries to his leg and arm and
was taken to a local clinic

where he was treated initially
and then airlifted to Fort
Lauderdale.

The police statement said in-
vestigations were continuing
but gave no other details of the
incident.

St Lucia Gov’t
committed to
resolving outstanding
CLICO issues

Teachers remain on work to rule

A man received injuries to his leg and arm and was taken to a local clinic where he was
treated initially and then airlifted to Fort Lauderdale.

President of the Bahamas Union of Teachers Belinda Wilson.
Teachers in the public school system are officially on work-
to-rule  meaning, no extracurricular without pay; that 
includes lunchtime monitoring or afterschool programmes.

Man injured in Bahamas shark attack



NASSAU, Bahamas –
Four people were killed
when their aircraft
crashed in “low waters”
while on a sightseeing
tour on Sunday,
the Civil Aviation
Department’s Flight
Standard Inspectorate
has announced.

It said that the national-
ities of the four people –
two men and two women-
were not known.

According to a brief

statement issued by the
Civil Aviation
Department’s Flight
Standard Inspectorate,
the United States regis-
tered single engine air-
craft, a Cirrus SR22, was
on a visual flight rule
(VFR) “while conducting a
local sightseeing flight in
the area of Freeport,
Grand Bahama.

“The aircraft apparently
ditched in low waters ap-
proximately seven miles
North of the Freeport
Control Tower.There were
a total of four (4) persons
on board the fatal flight –
two males and two fe-
males,” the statement
said.

It said the un-named
pilot, who apparently sur-
vived the crash, held a
valid Private Pilot License
for single engine aircraft
and was also a valid Third
Class Medical Certificate.

IN LESS than 24 hours,on
the weekend, six people in
Trinidad between the ages
of 19 and 33, lost their lives
on the nation’s roads in
separate accidents, bring-
ing the road fatality rate
to 130 for the year so far.

The deceased persons
have been identified as
Andrew Edwards, 21,
William Chai, 31, Dr
Lyndon Chang, 33, Amit
Sooknanan, 24, Jamie
Stocklin, 26, and Clint
Sookhan, 19.

Chai and Chang died in
an accident in Diego
Martin while Sooknanan
and Stocklin were killed in
an accident along the
Churchill Roosevelt
Highway near Maritime
Plaza.

Edwards and Sookhan
died in two unrelated inci-
dents in Guapo, Point
Fortin and along the Uriah
Butler Highway near the
Caroni bridge.

Newsday yesterday vis-
ited the homes of Chang
and Sooknanan as their
families tried to cope with
the loss of their loved ones.
At their home at Maharaj
Drive, Glencoe, west
Trinidad, Chang’s father
Frederick and mother
Margot Chang said they
only heard of their son’s
death several hours after it
happened.

According to police re-
ports,on Saturday at about
11.30 pm, Chang, a house
doctor at the Scarborough
General Hospital in
Tobago,was the passenger
of a vehicle driven by Chai.
The men were proceeding
on the westbound lane
when they got into an acci-
dent causing the vehicle to
flip several times and
plunge into the nearby

Diego Martin River.
Fire officials who arrived

on the scene had to use the
hydraulic cutting device
commonly referred to as
the “Jaws of Life” to cut
through the wreckage to
get to the bodies.The river
was as high as six feet in
some places owing to con-
stant heavy weekend
showers.

Frederick said, they got
the news at about 5 am
from a relative who heard
about it from another rela-
tive. He said when he saw
his son’s body it was cov-
ered in silt and mud from
the river.

He said his son and Chai
were childhood friends and
added Chang came to
Trinidad for 12 days to cel-
ebrate his birthday which
was on November 4.
Frederick said his son re-
ceived a call from Chai to
go out and lime.

He said his son told
them he (Chang) was

going to visit his friend
Chai at his home in Pt
Cumana, Carenage. The
Changs later found out
that their son also went to
St James to purchase ham-
burgers and it was while
they were on their way
home, the accident oc-
curred.

Frederick said the fam-
ily was in a state of deep
shock especially as they
only buried his
(Frederick’s) brother –
Chang’s uncle – hours ear-
lier on Saturday.

At the Chai residence in
Gardier Street, Pt
Cumana, a family friend
said Chai’s family could
not speak English very
well so they would not be
able to say much to
Newsday.

At Sooknanan’s home in
Rambhaju Trace,
Aranjuez, neighbours and
friends gathered outside to
pay their respects to the
family. His father Narine

said Sooknanan, who was
an employee at the
Tunapuna/Piarco Regional
Corporation was his only
son and in the 24 years he
knew him, he was the best
son any father could have.

Stocklin’s sister, Jessica
said the family was still in

shock over her untimely
death. Stocklin, 26 was a
mother of a seven-year-old
girl. Jessica said her sister
went to a party with Amit,
who was a good friend, in
Aranjuez and they were on
their way home when the
accident occurred.
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KINGSTON, Jamaica –
Police are awaiting con-
firmation as to whether
or not the body found be-
hind a housing scheme in
the old capital of Spanish
Town was related to an
earlier case.

The remains of Keron
Fraser, a Trinidadian na-
tional reported missing
three weeks ago, were
found on Sunday and po-
lice were trying to ascer-
tain if this body was that
of his female companion.

Fraser disappeared on

October 18, two days after
he arrived in the island.
He rented a vehicle soon
after he arrived here and
headed towards an undis-
closed location in the 
central parish of
Clarendon.

The police said they
would continue to 
question two men whom
they detained after they
intercepted the rented ve-
hicle a few days after
Fraser’s disappearance.
Bloodstains were also
found in the vehicle.

Four killed in
plane crash in
The Bahamas

6 killed in 4 accidents in Trinidad and Tobago

Four people were killed when their aircraft crashed in “low waters” while on a sightseeing tour on Sunday
in The Bahamas.

Body found near shallow
grave where Trinidadian
national was buried
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ABU DHABI – US Secretary
of State John Kerry said
yesterday that the major
powers were unified on an
Iran nuclear deal during
weekend talks in Geneva
but the Iranians were un-
able to accept it. He also
said critics of the diplo-
matic effort should with-
hold their comments until
a deal is reached.

Speaking to reporters in Abu
Dhabi, Kerry said the United
States and its negotiating part-
ners were unified when the pro-
posal was presented to the
Iranians.

“The French signed off on it,
we signed off on it,” Kerry said.

Earlier reports said that the
talks came apart because
France refused to accept the
deal with Iran. On Monday,
Kerry said the major powers
reached an agreement after a
marathon bargaining session
but Iran wasn’t able to accept
the deal “at that particular mo-
ment.”

“There was unity but Iran
couldn’t take it,” he said.

Kerry also said that that
Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s rejection
of a deal to limit Iran’s nuclear
ambitions was premature.

“The time to oppose it is when

you see what it is, not to oppose
the effort to find out what is pos-
sible,” Kerry said.

Netanyahu has repeatedly
criticised what he considers
readiness by the six powers in-
volved in the talks to be too gen-

erous to Iran and has aggres-
sively campaigned against an
agreement.

But Kerry reasserted the US
commitment to Israel, saying
the United States would not
allow Iran to develop a nuclear

bomb.
President Barack Obama,

Kerry said, “does what he says,”
citing the killing of Osama bin
Laden and getting American
troops out of the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.

“So believe us on Iran,” he
said. “He will not bluff.”

Kerry said the US has “been
meeting constantly” with the
Israelis to understand the
progress Iran has made in its
nuclear programme. “We are
confident that what we are
doing can actually protect Israel
more effectively and provide
greater security,” he said.

Kerry said there is no “end
game” in motion and the Geneva
talks were a first step in longer
process of possible give and take.

Tehran has been eager to
reach an agreement to ease in-
ternational sanctions that have
halted most oil exports and crip-
pled the county’s economy.

But a key stumbling block has
been Iran’s insistence that the
international community recog-
nise its “right” to enrich ura-
nium as a signer of a UN treaty
governing the spread of nuclear
technology – also frequently
pointing out that Israel has not
signed the accord. Kerry’s com-
ments challenge the Iranian
view, but do not appear to signif-
icantly alter the currently
Western effort that seeks to curb
Iran’s ability to make its high-
est-enrich uranium but possibly
leaving intact the country’s pro-
duction of lower-level nuclear
fuel.

TACLOBAN – Typhoon-ravaged
Philippine islands faced a daunt-
ing relief effort that had barely
begun yesterday, as bloated bod-
ies lay uncollected and un-
counted in the streets and sur-
vivors pleaded for food, water
and medicine.

Police guarded stores to pre-
vent people from hauling off food,
water and such non-essentials
as TVs and treadmills, but there
was often no one to carry away
the dead – not even those seen
along the main road from the air-
port to Tacloban, the worst-hit
city along the country’s remote
eastern seaboard.

At a small naval base, eight
bloated corpses – including that
of a baby – were submerged in
sea water brought in by the
storm. Officers there had yet to
move them, saying they had no
body bags or electricity to pre-
serve them.

Two officials said Sunday that
Friday’s typhoon may have killed
10 000 or more people, but with
the slow pace of recovery, the of-
ficial death toll remained well
below that. The Philippine mili-
tary confirmed 942 dead, but
shattered communications,
transportation links and local
governments suggest the final
toll is days away. Presidential
spokesman Edwin Lacierda said
“we pray” that the death toll is
less than 10 000.

Tacloban resembled a garbage
dump from the air, punctuated
only by a few concrete buildings
that remained standing.

“I don’t believe there is a single
structure that is not destroyed or
severely damaged in some way –
every single building, every sin-
gle house,”US Marine Brig.Gen.

Paul Kennedy said after taking
a helicopter flight over the city.
He spoke on the tarmac at the
airport,where two Marine C-130
cargo planes were parked, en-
gines running, unloading sup-
plies.

Authorities said at least 9.7
million people in 41 provinces

were affected by the typhoon,
which is called Yolanda in the
Philippines but is known as
Haiyan elsewhere in Asia. It’s
one of the most powerful
recorded typhoons to ever hit
land and likely the deadliest nat-
ural disaster to beset this poor
Southeast Asian nation.

Philippine soldiers were dis-
tributing food and water in
Tacloban,and assessment teams
from the United Nations and
other international agencies
were seen for the first time. The
US military dispatched food,
water, generators and a contin-
gent of Marines to the city, the
first outside help in what will
swell into a major international
relief mission.

"Please tell my family I’m
alive,” said Erika Mae Karakot,
a survivor on Tacloban’s Leyte
island, as she lined up for aid.
“We need water and medicine be-
cause a lot of the people we are
with are wounded.Some are suf-
fering from diarrhoea and dehy-
dration due to shortage of food
and water.”

Authorities said they had evac-
uated some 800 000 people
ahead of the typhoon,but some of
the evacuation centres proved to
be no protection against the wind
and rising water.The Philippine
National Red Cross, responsible
for warning the region and giv-
ing advice, said people were not
prepared for a storm surge.

“Imagine America, which was
prepared and very rich, still had
a lot of challenges at the time of
Hurricane Katrina,but what we
had was three times more than
what they received,” said
Gwendolyn Pang, the group’s ex-
ecutive director.

Kerry says Iran rejected nuclear deal

US Secretary of State John Kerry (left) and United Arab Emirates Foreign Minister Abdullah bin
Zayed Al-Nahyan pose for photographers at the foreign ministry in Abu Dhabi yesterday.

Amid gruesome typhoon scenes, aid trickles in

Survivors carry bags of rice from a warehouse which they stormed due to shortage of food at ty-
phoon-ravaged Tacloban city, Leyte province central Philippines yesterday.
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WARSAW – Polish riot police
used rubber bullets yesterday to
break up groups of masked far-
right youths who threw fire-
crackers and set fire to parked
cars during a nationalist march
through the centre of the capital.

The march is an annual event
to commemorate Poland’s na-
tional independence day, and for
the third year in a row it broke
down into running battles in the
middle of Warsaw between riot-
ers and police.

Several thousand right-wing
protesters began their march
peacefully – watched by their
own stewards in orange vests
and with a police helicopter cir-
cling above.

The violence started when a
few dozen youths, their faces
covered by balaclavas and foot-
ball scarves, broke off from the
procession into a side street and
started attacking a building

where left-wing radicals occu-
pied a squat.

Riot police moved in, and
came under attack from youths
throwing firecrackers and
stones.As the rioters dispersed,
several cars were set on fire.

The violence underscores the
faultlines in Polish society.
Many Poles have grown wealth-
ier in the past few years, but a
minority feel alienated and be-
lieve traditional values on mar-
riage, abortion and the church
have been swept aside.

“I believe that Polishness is
under threat,” said one marcher,
Grzegorz, who said he was 30.
“The Polish government is in-
competent and a threat to
Polishness.”

Before the violence broke out,
marchers chanted:“God,honour,
fatherland!” and waved the red-
and-white national flag.Another
protester, who gave his name as

Mateusz, said he had come to
“manifest my patriotism”.

Police spokesman Mariusz
Sokolowski told Reuters that of-
ficers had used rubber bullets,
truncheons and pepper spray

against the rioters.Polish media
reported that two police officers
had been injured.Several people
were arrested.

A reporter said one section of
the crowd headed in the direc-

tion of the Russian embassy, but
riot police formed a cordon
around the building. Many
Polish nationalists dislike
Russia, their country’s former
colonial ruler.

Rioters leave trail
of destruction in
Polish capital

Far-right protesters hold banners and shout slogans during their annual march, which coincides
with Poland’s national Independence Day in Warsaw yesterday.

LONDON – “We will remem-
ber them,” says the “Ode of
Remembrance” recited
around the world each
Armistice Day.

Hundreds of Britons took the
message to heart yesterday, at-
tending the funeral of a 99-year-
old former World War II airman
they had never met.

Harold Jellicoe Percival died
October 25 at a nursing home in
Lytham St Annes, northwest
England, with no immediate
family or close friends still alive.

A funeral home placed an ad-
vertisement in the local news-
paper asking military person-
nel to attend the service so his
passing would not go un-
marked.

The ad was taken up on
Twitter, and several hundred
soldiers, veterans and civilians
gathered at a crematorium yes-
terday to pay respects to
Percival, who served as ground
crew with Royal Air Force
Bomber Command during the
war. Scores of people who could
not fit inside the chapel stood
outside in the rain.

“You have come in numbers
surpassing anything that was
expected,” said the Rev. Alan
Clark, who led the funeral serv-
ice. “Not because you knew him,
but because each of us has a
common humanity.”

Yesterday is the anniversary
of the end of World War I, on
November 11, 1918.The funeral
began at 11 a.m., 95 years to the
hour after the 1918 armistice.

Mourners observed a two-
minute silence for victims of war
before Percival’s coffin, draped
in a blue RAF flag, was carried
into the crematorium chapel to
the strains of the “Dambusters

March”. Percival worked as
ground crew for the squadron
that carried out a daring raid on
German dams in 1943.

The service included a read-
ing of “The Lord’s Prayer”,

singing of the hymn
“Jerusalem” and the sounding of
“The Last Post” bugle call.

“It was completely over-
whelming, something we did not
expect at all, this huge turnout,”

said Lorraine Holt, matron of
the nursing home.“We have lots
of veterans at the home and
each and every one of them
should be remembered like
this.”

Hundreds attend funeral of World War II veteran

Members of the public, veterans and service personnel gather to pay their respects to Harold Percival at Lytham Park
Crematorium, Lytham St. Annes, England, yesterday.
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HOROSCOPES
BY HOLIDAY

ARIES (March 21-April 19) - It’s said that history is the
story of the winning person’s side. Seek the alternate his-
tory today, because you’ll learn more from the mistakes of
the losing side. The first lesson likely has something to do
with maintaining a good defence. 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) - The opposite of coexis-
tence is co-nonexistence. People who work together will
thrive together, while the fighters will perpetuate a cycle
of destruction that can only end badly. 
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) - You’ll create a timeline for
your specific plans. Sometimes you’ll hit goals more
quickly, and other times it will take you longer. But with-
out the timeline, the goal wouldn’t be reached at all. 
CANCER (June 22-July 22) - Doing to others as you
would like done to you only works well when the “others”
have tastes and preferences similar to yours. That’s why
you’ll take the time to find out what someone really wants
before you make a move.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - If you overvalue what you do and
contribute, the world will likely step in to knock down the
price. If you undervalue your contribution, it’s possible but
far less likely that the world will step in to compensate you
appropriately. 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - You may find yourself in an
artistic conundrum. The people who urge you to “be cre-
ative” are being extremely uncreative in their suggestions.
That’s because what they really want you to do is “be mar-
ketable.” 
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) - Time and effort are being in-
vested on your behalf, and the more input you give the bet-
ter. Until they know what you want, they’ll do what they
imagine you would want and will probably go far off base. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) - The situation in your re-
lationship gets more intense. How will this problem be
solved? The obvious solutions were tried and didn’t work.
Don’t worry. The solution is still easy; it’s just not obvi-
ous. 
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - It’s not that they are
not listening to you. It’s just that the people around you
need to hear things several times before the meaning starts
to sink in and they know what to do next. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Realise that some peo-
ple have a different relationship with the truth than you do.
Some people are married to the truth, and others consider
the truth a casual friend. Don’t trust everything you hear
today. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Some people will try to
make you believe you owe them something, when you ac-
tually owe them nothing. Your attention is your own to give,
and no one automatically earns it just by being obnoxious. 
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) - If you approach the day
with your sense of whimsy in the driver’s seat, you’ll find
the most creative ways to loaf around. There is truly value
in this, though few will see it.
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ARLINGTON – President Barack
Obama yesterday paid tribute to
those who have served in the na-
tion’s military, including one of the
nation’s oldest veterans, 107-year-
old Richard Overton.

“This is the life of one American vet-
eran, living proud and strong in the
land he helped keep free,” Obama said
during a ceremony at Arlington
National Cemetery.

Overton was among those in the au-
dience for the outdoor ceremony on a
crisp, sun-splashed Veteran’s Day.
Earlier yesterday, Overton and other
veterans attended a breakfast at the

White House.
Obama used his remarks yesterday to

remind the nation that thousands of
service members are still at war in
Afghanistan.The war is expected to for-
mally conclude at the end of next year,
though the US may keep a small foot-
print in the country.

As the Afghan war comes to a close,
Obama said the nation has a responsi-
bility to ensure that the returning
troops are the “best cared-for and best
respected veterans in the world.” The
country’s obligations to those who
served “endure long after the battle
ends,” he said.

WE WILL NEVER FORGET: President Barack Obama places a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknowns at Arlington National Cemetry in Arlington,
Virginia, yesterday during a Veterans Day ceremony. At left is Maj. Gen. Jeffrey S. Buchanan of the US Army Military District of Washington.

WASHINGTON – The health care law’s
seemingly endless problems are giving
congressional Republicans a much-
needed boost of energy, helping them to
move past the government-shutdown de-
bacle and focus on a theme for next year’s
elections.

Republicans are back on offence, and
more quickly than many had expected,
after seeing their approval ratings
plunge during last month’s partial shut-
down and worrisome talk of a possible
US debt default.

They pillory administration officials at
Capitol Hill hearings. They cite the mil-
lions of people getting dropped by insur-
ers despite President Barack Obama’s
promise that it wouldn’t happen. They

harp on the programme’s flawed enrol-
ment process.

Now they’re relishing Obama’s apol-
ogy to those who are losing health insur-
ance plans he had repeatedly said they
could keep.

“If the president is truly sorry for
breaking his promises to the American
people, he’ll do more than just issue a
half-hearted apology on TV,” Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-
Ky., said in a statement.

Republicans once pinned their health
care criticisms largely on computer
glitches in the application and enrolment
process. Today, they’re accusing Obama
and congressional Democrats of much
worse, including deceit and incompe-

tence.
Conservative groups are pouring

money into ad campaigns reminding vot-
ers that many Democrats had promised
Americans they could keep their current
insurance policies if they wanted. In par-
ticular, Republicans hope these efforts
will help them with women, who tend to
vote Democratic and often make health
care decisions for their families and in-
laws.

In the 2014 elections, “this is going to
be a big issue, and it’s not going away,”
said Daniel Scarpinato of the National
Republican Congressional Committee.
“Democrats who voted for Obamacare,”
he said, “are pretty desperately running
around with their hair on fire, trying to

distance themselves, which they’re not
going to be able to do.”

The White House says cancelled poli-
cies can be replaced with better coverage,
sometimes at lower prices. What the ad-
ministration doesn’t emphasise is that
better coverage often costs more, and
those looking for new policies may not
qualify for the tax subsidies available
under the new law.

Brad Dayspring, a spokesman for the
GOP’s top Senate campaign group, ac-
knowledged that Republicans took a hit
last month when an angry public blamed
them for the 16-day partial government
shutdown.

But now, he said, “there’s a spring in
the step” of party activists.

Obama pays tribute to
107-year-old veteran

107-year-old Richard Overton (right) the oldest recorded living US veteran, visits
with fellow veteran and Philips representative Chris Bright after being pre-
sented with the Philips Lifeline with AutoAlert service at Overton’s house on
Wednesday, June 5, 2013 in Austin, Texas.

Health law’s troubles give GOP a much-needed boost
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THIRTY people arrested in Russia over
a protest against Arctic oil drilling were
moved from the northern city of
Murmansk yesterday on their way to
pre-trial detention centres in St.
Petersburg, federal investigators and
Greenpeace said.

The transfer of the 28 activists and
two journalists may be aimed at
curbing international criticism of

Russia over what the environmental
group says was a peaceful protest.

Activists have reported being
confined for 23 hours a day in bleak,
sometimes ice-cold cells in Murmansk,
a port city above the Arctic Circle whose
remote location complicates access for
lawyers and consular officials.

The Kremlin has essentially rejected
Greenpeace head Kumi Naidoo’s offer

to travel to Russia and stand as
security for the release of the detainees,
who come from 18 nations on five
continents.

They were arrested after coastguards
boarded the Greenpeace icebreaker
Arctic Sunrise following a protest at an
oil platform owned by state-controlled
Gazprom off Russia’s northern coast on
September 18.

SNAKES have infamously poor
eyesight, which is why they resort to
sticking out their tongues all the time
to get a sense of their surroundings.
However, the creatures may have a
way to improve their vision in a pinch.

At least for one snake species, when
the slitherer feels threatened, it
controls the blood flow to its eyes to
ensure that its sight is unobstructed, a
new study found.

The research focused on the
coachwhip snake (Masticophis
flagellum), a thin, nonvenomous
species that is found across the United
States and Mexico and can range in
colour from brown to pink.

Like all other snakes and many
other reptiles, coachwhip snakes don’t
have eyelids but rather a transparent
scale called a spectacle that covers and
protects the eye.

While examining the eye of a
coachwhip snake, study researcher
Kevin van Doorn, of the University of
Waterloo in Canada, said he noticed a
network of blood vessels in this see-
through layer of skin.

Van Doran further investigated this
feature. He found that the blood
vessels constricted and expanded in a
consistent cycle while the snakes were
resting so that blood cells wouldn’t
pool up in front of the animals’ eyes
and obscure their already limited
vision.

However, faced with a threat (in this
case, a human approaching their
terrarium), the snakes abandoned this
rhythm. They constricted these
vessels, reducing blood flow for up to
several minutes and ensuring top-
notch visual clarity in case they
needed to defend themselves or flee
from a predator, the researchers said.
The opposite was true as the snakes
were shedding their skin; the spectacle
vessels remained dilated, keeping the
blood flow continuous, which probably
supports cell growth as the snake
renews the outer layer of its skin,
according to the study.

“This work shows that the blood flow
pattern in the snake spectacle is not
static but rather dynamic,” van Doorn
said in a statement.

Future research is needed to
investigate whether this trait can be
found in other species. The research,
which was supported by the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada, was detailed in the
Journal of Experimental Biology.

Tide turns on one front in Africa’s
war against rhino poachers

Snakes control
blood flow 
to boost vision

Greenpeace activists held in Russia being moved to St. Petersburg

A White Rhino and her calf walk in the dusk light in Pilanesberg National Park in South Africa’s North West Province
April 19, 2012.

NEW infantry-style tactics of
concealment and ambush by armed
park rangers are credited with
turning the tide in the war against
poachers of the endangered rhino
on one front, in South Africa’s
Madikwe Game Reserve.

The slaughter of rhinos – a creature
regarded as an icon of African wildlife –
for their horns to meet soaring demand
in Asia has raised alarm bells among
conservationists.

Since April, Madikwe rangers
previously so under-equipped that they
lacked even boots have been undergoing
military training overseen by a former
British special forces soldier.

They have been kitted out with state-
of-the-art gear provided by the

Ichikowitz Family Foundation, a charity
that supports anti-poaching initiatives
on the African continent.

The numbers suggest this strategy is
working. “Since the training started in
April, we have not lost a rhino that we
know of,” said Declan Hofmeyr, chief of
operations at Madikwe.

To be precise, the last rhino known to
have been poached in the park was on
April 6, more than 200 days ago, a
remarkable turn of events given the
onslaught that had been taking place.

Poachers have gunned down rhinos
indiscriminately to meet demand from
newly affluent economies in Asia,
notably Vietnam and China, where the
animal’s horn is highly prized as a
crucial ingredient in traditional

medicines.
At $65 000 a kg (2.2 lb), rhino horn on

the streets of major Asian cities is now
more valuable than gold or platinum.
South Africa, which is home to the vast
majority of the world’s rhinos, has
become the epicentre of the slaughter.

Last year the 680-square-km (260-
square-mile) Madikwe lost 18 rhinos to
poachers, a dramatic surge from 2011
when two were slain. In the first 3-1/2
months of this year a further nine were
killed in the park for their horns.

Then the killing stopped in Madikwe,
while the toll has continued to rise in the
rest of South Africa.According to
government data,as of November 6 825
rhino had been poached in South Africa in
2013,compared to 668 for all of last year.
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AFTER establishing it-
self as an editorial
content discovery en-
gine, Flipboard is hop-
ing to do the same for
commerce with a new
shopping channel that
will let people dis-
cover, view and share
products.

Flipboard will now let
users collect products
from the new shopping
channel or any online re-
tailer into their own
Flipboard magazine.
They can also browse con-
tent that’s pre-loaded into
the channel, like custom
catalogues from brands
like Birchbox, Banana
Republic and ModCloth
and celebrities including
Daniel Boulud and
Cynthia Rowley.

Flipboard has been
moving from discovery to
curation already, having
introduced a personalised
magazine feature last

spring and encouraging
brands to publish their
own magazines, tapping
into the rise of custom
content. Flipboard CEO
Mike McCue said users
have already shown
strong interest in using
the app for shopping, and
the new channel would
give retailers another
way to reach them, espe-
cially as the holiday shop-
ping season kicks off.

“The major issue with
retailers is, their products
aren’t discoverable
enough,” McCue said.
“This helps solve a dis-
coverability problem.”

Despite its popularity
(Flipboard claims 90 mil-
lion users), the mobile
app has faced scepticism
from publishers about its
financial advantages to
them. Flipboard lets pub-
lishers sell ads at print-
like rates, but only big ti-
tles are well positioned to

benefit. McCue said the
new shopping channel
will encourage retailers
to create brand maga-
zines and promote them
through ads, to publish-
ers’ benefit.

Banana Republic and
Levi’s are two such retail-
ers that are already run-
ning ads in multiple pub-
lications on Flipboard to
promote their catalogues.

For Banana Republic,
the app is a way to reach
new and existing cus-
tomers, said Catherine
Sadler, the brand’s global
CMO. “Flipboard allows
us to participate in our
customers’ lives by con-
necting with them where
they are to keep Banana
Republic top of mind, cre-
ate buzz and drive en-
gagement with our
brand,” she e-mailed.

Flipboard’s “beautiful
interface” makes it ideal
for browsing products,

said Rebecca Lieb, an an-
alyst with Altimeter.

“There are a lot of shop-
ping channels, and
Flipboard would be a
whole new one,” Lieb
said.

It remains to be seen
how much Flipboard will
end up being a commerce
driver as opposed to
merely a place to browse.

E-commerce has its
share of obstacles, like
the fact that some re-
tailer sites aren’t opti-
mised for mobile and
there’s consumer insecu-
rity about buying from
mobile devices, she noted.

McCue is bullish on the
idea that content cura-
tion can be applied to a
whole host of categories,
though, like video and
music. “We’re just getting
started,” he said. “We
want to enable curation
for all different sorts of
things.”

THE PIN for a smart-
phone can be revealed by
its camera and micro-
phone, researchers have
warned.

Using a programme
called PIN Skimmer a
team from the
University of Cambridge
found that codes entered
on a number-only soft
keypad could be identi-
fied.

The software watches
your face via the camera
and listens to clicks
through the microphone
as you type.

The tests were carried
out on the Google Nexus-
S and the Galaxy S3
smartphones.

“We demonstrated
that the camera, usually
used for conferencing or
face recognition, can be
used maliciously,” say
the report ’s authors
Professor Ross Anderson
and Laurent Simon.

According to the re-
search, the microphone
is used to detect “touch-
events” as a user enters
their PIN. In effect, it
can “hear” the clicks that
the phone makes as a
user presses the virtual
number keys.

The camera then esti-
mates the orientation of
the phone as the user is
doing this and “corre-
lates it to the position of
the digit tapped by the
user”.

“We watch how your
face appears to move as
you jiggle your phone by
typing,” said Ross
Anderson, professor of
security engineering at
Cambridge University.

“It did surprise us how
well  it  worked,” he
stated.

When trying to work

out four-digit PINs the
programme was success-
ful more than 50 per
cent of the time after five
attempts.

With eight-digit PINs
the success rate was 60
per cent after 10 at-
tempts.

Many smartphone
users have a pincode to
lock their phone but they
are increasingly used to
access other types of ap-
plications on a smart-
phone, including bank-
ing apps.

This raises the ques-
tion of which resources
should remain accessible
on a phone when some-
one is entering a sensi-
tive PIN, say the report’s
authors.

Randomise keys
“For instance when a

call comes in, the user
needs to hear the ring
tone while unlocking his
phone; otherwise he may
assume the caller has
hung up.”

One suggestion to pre-
vent a PIN being identi-
fied is to use a longer
number but the re-
searchers warn this af-
fects “memorability and
usability”.

“Randomising” the po-
sition of numbers on the
keypad is also suggested
but the researchers be-
lieve this would “cripple
usability on phones”.

Getting rid of pass-
words altogether and
using fingerprints or
face recognition are of-
fered as more drastic so-
lutions.

“If you’re developing
payment apps, you’d bet-
ter be aware that these
risks exist,” warns
Professor Anderson.

Smartphone 
PIN revealed
by camera,
microphone

Flipboard moves into commerce
with new shopping channel

APPLE may be working
on two larger iPhones.

Bloomberg reports
that the tech giant is de-
veloping two iPhones
with larger, curved
screens. Citing sources
close to the plan, the
news agency reports that

Apple is planning two
models for release in the
second half of next year –
with 4.7-inch screen and
5.5-inch screens. Apple is
also said to be improving
sensors that will detect
different degrees of pres-
sure.

Reuters reported in
June that the tech giant
is looking to introduce
iPhones with a 4.7-inch
and 5.7-inch screen.
Citing people with
knowledge of the matter,
the news agency re-
ported that suppliers

were approached with
new specifications, but it
was unclear if it will be
for an iPhone or separate
device.

A Wall Street Journal
report in July suggested
that the tech giant would
not only release a larger

iPhone, but increase the
size of its iPad as well.
The Journal cites offi-
cials at the company’s
suppliers.

Apple may be testing
out larger smartphones
to compete with compa-
nies l ike Samsung,

which has been leading
the charge for larger
phones.

The Korean electronics
company’s f lagship
phone, the Galaxy S4,
has a 5-inch display and
its Galaxy Note 3 has a
5.7-inch display.

Apple reportedly developing curved iPhone, bigger screens

Flipboard tip-toed into the e-commerce space with the launch of a new feature yesterday: shoppable cata-
logues.
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SUDOKU
NO.3326
RATING: MEDIUM

Yesterday’s Solution

Fill the grid so that every column, 
every row, and every 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1-9

There's no maths involved- you 
solve the puzzle with reasoning 
and logic

Solution tomorrow

Tips at www.sudoku.com
Comments or queries?
Direct them to
sudoku@barbadosadvocate.com

Bridge

MILEY Cyrus has caused a
storm by appearing to light up a
joint on stage at the MTV
Europe Music Awards.

The singer lit a hand-rolled ciga-
rette as she accepted her best video
award for Wrecking Ball at the
Ziggo Dome in Amsterdam – where
smoking marijuana is tolerated.

The drug is not legal in the
Netherlands, but smokers are not
prosecuted for possession of small
amounts and it is sold openly in
cafes known as “coffee shops”.

Cyrus opened the space-themed
show singing the song We Can’t Stop
while wearing a silver spandex suit
and demonstrating her signature
“twerking” dance move in a routine
with a dwarf.

The 20-year-old, who is managed
by Larry Rudolph – who also repre-
sents Britney Spears – had already
caused a stir by arriving at the event
in a revealing mini-dress embla-
zoned with images of murdered rap-
pers The Notorious B.I.G and Tupac
Shakur along with the words
“please stop violence”.

Rapper Eminem – real name is
Marshall Bruce Mathers – emerged
the biggest winner at the awards.

He collected the global icon prize
for lifetime achievement along with
best hip-hop act, just a week after
being declared artist of the year at
the inaugural YouTube Music
Awards.

The 41-year-old had more cause to

celebrate after scoring his seventh
consecutive number one UK album
with The Marshall Mathers LP 2
and took to the stage to perform
Berzerk and Rap God – two tracks
from his new works.

“This is crazy. I want to say thank
you to everybody over the years,” he
said.

Katy Perry won the award for best
female singer, pipping Lady Gaga
and Cyrus and collecting her third
EMA prize in the process.

Claiming her prize, the US singer
gave a dramatic performance of her

song Unconditionally, suspended
like a sequin-covered glitter ball
nine metres (30 feet) above the set.

One Direction had a good night,
taking the prize for best pop, while
Harry Styles, known as much for
his singing in the band as for his
celebrity girlfriends, was awarded
best style.

Thirty Seconds To Mars frontman
Jared Leto reacted to his band’s win
in the best alternative category by
calling for a minute of silence for
those affected by Typhoon Haiyan in
the Philippines.

MTV EMA: Miley Cyrus
‘smokes joint’ on stage

Miley Cyrus as she performed “Wrecking Ball”at the MTV EMAs.
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THE new face of Bushy Park is
already becoming clearer, with the
initial groundworks for the revised
layout already completed, a little
over ten weeks since the workforce
moved in to the 55-acre site in the
parish of St. Philip on the last
Monday of August.

The first aerial shot of the site since the
redevelopment started, snapped on a
smart phone through an aircraft window
by multiple circuit racing Champion Kurt
Thompson, has been posted and viewed
on a host of regional social media sites.As
his flight departed the island’s Grantley
Adams International Airport, its route
passed close to the eastern perimeter of
Bushy Park, giving him the chance to
shoot an image clear enough to show how
much work has been done, leading to
much speculation about progress.

BPCI Operations Director, Mark
Hamilton, provided an update: “The
foundations of the new southern loop are
now complete, running through what has
been the pits area since the 1990s.Those
sections of the old circuit incorporated in
the new design have also been completely
excavated to the new 12-metre width in
readiness for the next stage of
construction.

“We have also carried out extensive re-
grading in three particular spectator
areas, to the south west, and at each end
of the hill either side of where the Club
House used to stand. This work had a
dual purpose ... it will enhance the
experience for future patrons,by creating
graded and more comfortable spectator
areas, but it has also been a valuable
source of the materials needed for the
groundworks of the upgraded circuit.”

In company with Mark Maloney and
his father Doug, who will compete in the
Group 4 CMRC races, Thompson will be
a member of Team Barbados at the final
round of the Seaboard Marine Caribbean
Motor Racing Championship at South
Dakota in Guyana in two weeks’ time
(November 24); his father Peter and
brother Mark, the reigning Group 2
Champion,will also compete,as will 2011
Gp2 Champion Kenrick Husbands,
Quincy Jones and Steve King.

Regular updates on the progress of the
redevelopment can be found on BPCI’s
Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
BushyParkCircuit), as well as images
from the circuit’s history and interesting
threads of discussion on many aspects of
Bushy Park’s past, present and future.
Since its launch, it has attracted more
than 1 300 ‘likes’.

By Michael Phillips

IN one of the biggest upsets of the entire
season, Emmerson Boyce 5th Ave. Bajan
Elite were sent tumbling out of the LIME
Pelican Football Challenge 2013. After
coming seamlessly through the
preliminary round with five wins, the
team were dismissed ahead of the semi-
finals of the competition when they
played against LG Kick Strike Force this
past Sunday at the National Stadium.
Roaring into the quarter-finals did not
seem to unnerve the youngsters in the
Strike Force side as they played a
complete game to keep Bajan Elite
goalless during the two-nil encounter.

Strike Force were on the board early
with a well-timed strike from Dwayne
Mars, who picked up the lob from a
corner-kick as he was running into the
penalty area. The ninth-minute goal put
the brakes on Bajan Elite who were kept
in check by a solid Strike Force defence.
It was not for a lack of trying as Bajan
Elite tried several times to build their
game from the back up, but they were
met with serious resistance anytime they

crossed the half line.
At the top of the second half, Strike

Force were kept busy as they worked
hard to defend their lead while Bajan
Elite were showing very little of what
saw them breezing through the prelims.
With about half an hour left in the game,
Bajan Elite stepped up their game as the
fire that Strike Force started with began
to die down a bit.

As time trundled on, the game became
very physical as both sides showed
aggression as they continued to fight for
a next-round berth.The struggle came to
an end in the 83rd when Diquan
Adamson buried the ball in the back of
the net with a flying kick off a volley.The
ball was not the only thing buried as
Bajan Elite were done and dusted with
the late goal.

The earlier fixture saw Barbados Steel
Works/Esso Oistins Top Bay Settlers
stealing a narrow win from Scotty’s Tech
4 Less Combined All Stars in an overtime
thriller to take the first semi-final spot up
for grabs. Mustafa Haqq (6) came out
swinging for the Settlers, however
Shaquille Boyce brought things level once

again when he hit home in the 33rd.
All Stars took control of the game in the

50th when Damian Husbands made a
contribution, but again the scales would
be evened when Henderson got his first
of three goals in the 75th. No more goals
in regulation time saw the teams tied at
two goals each to force extra time.
Richards scored his second in the 91st
and completed his hat-trick in the 98th to
give Top Bay the four-two lead. The
Settlers fans and supporters were put on
the edge of their seats when Boyce netted
again in the 102nd minute.

With the final seconds running down
an All Stars player went down in the box.
There was an even split among spectators
who said that there was a penalty due
and those that said otherwise. Either
way, the final whistle went just after to
give Top Bay a spot in the semi-finals.The
second set of the quarter-final matches
take place this Sunday, November 17
with previous winners Bajan 
Pride taking on Nulook 360 Connection
at 6:30 p.m., while Phoenix UFO 
Toyota Firehouse and TS Strikers settle
up after.

Bajan Elite and All Stars sent
home in LIME Pelican action

A view of the Bushy Park redevelopment in progress.

– after ten weeks of solid progress

THE developers behind the upgrade of
the 40-year-old Bushy Park race track
in Barbados into a multipurpose motor
sport facility are in it for the long-term
and for the good of the island’s sports-
tourism product.

They also hope that it would provide
the springboard to create the
Caribbean’s next Lewis Hamilton.

In the first phase of the
redevelopment, the original 1.3-
kilometre layout is being extended to
create a 2.02kms circuit, designed to
achieve Grade 3 certification from
motor sport’s world governing body, the
Federation Internationale de
l’Automobile (FIA), which will enable
FIA-sanctioned categories, including
single-seaters and touring cars, to be
staged there; the venue will reopen in
2014.

The 2.02kms circuit will have a
constant width of 12 metres, while
internal link roads will allow for more
than one circuit configuration 
and facilitate the creation of a kart
circuit of up to 1.2kms, which is
designed to hold International karting
events.

Interviewed on island motor sport
programme Race 1, Mark Maloney, who
is head of the development team, said,
“The up-front cost of building the Club
House, the different tracks, the pits,
the grandstands and all the
infrastructure ... that is all ‘seed money’
that has come from investors that are
either confident that it will make sense
in the long-run, or are involved for the
love of the sport. And all are persons
who are doing it for the good of
Barbados and for the growth of sports
tourism. “We’re limited to what we can
do here. It’s not going to be a viable
facility in terms of financial return
immediately. It is going to take time for
the commercial side, which will come in
the next phase.

“I believe we can create many more
Lewis Hamiltons. To be able to create
a new Lewis Hamilton, we have to have
a facility that the kids can start on
from seven or eight years old, not 15 or
16, so that’s the intention.”

The facility will be operated by the
newly-formed Bushy Park Circuit Inc
(BPCI). Operations Director Mark
Hamilton added that, “The investors
are very conscious of the fact that this
is not a short-term win; it will be a
medium-term to long-term win. There
are many aspects of the facility’s ability
to generate revenue, and we are
working through that thought process
– what we can charge at the gate, how
we’re going to deal with marketing
partners and sponsors, all of those
things are vital to making the facility
sustainable.”

New circuit layout clearer Bushy Park
developers
in for the
long-term
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By Michael Phillips

THE Rubis team pow-
ered away to victory at
the end of the Surfside
Corporate Fitness
Challenge 2013.

The five-part series,
which came to an end this
past Sunday at the BET
grounds in Wildey, saw 15
teams going head-to-head
for the past six weeks.

Going into the physical
challenge category of the
series, Rubis had already
taken a win in the 3K chal-
lenge to provide them with
a sound platform for
Sunday’s activities.

On the day, placing first
in the wheel-barrow relay,
the shuttle-run team fetch
and the human pyramid
and the team-bonding race
– which was a five-person
event  where members
were bound together by
the legs – saw Rubis blaz-
ing to the win. Second
place overall went to the
Barbados Public Workers
Co-operative Credit
Union, while CIBC FCIB
Team 1 finished in third.

Points were also up for
grabs over the past six
weeks from visits to either
branch of the club, creat-
ing a wellness culture
within the respective
workplaces, the 3K run
and the ‘Get Active
Barbados Initiative,’ which
saw teams organising ac-
tivities to get members of
their surrounding commu-
nities to be more active.

The eventual winners of
that particular phase of
the challenge, the RBC
Chelston Titans, incorpo-
rated a zumbathon,
health-checks and martial
arts displays, that got over
175 persons active in their
community.

The initiative had a
widespread effect which
saw over 500 persons in
total being influenced by
participants in the chal-
lenge.

Speaking to The Bar-
bados Advocate, Pro-
gramme Director of the
challenge, Georgina
Naigaga, stated that the
initiative was extremely
successful ,and businesses
could look forward to get-
ting their teams into the
next edition, which is
scheduled to run from late
January to March.

“After today, we keep it
going. Even though there
isn’t a challenge, we en-
courage people to keep ex-
ercising and visiting the
club, but we understand
that you have to keep peo-
ple engaged, so another
corporate challenge is
coming up in the new year
for all those that have that
resolution to lose weight,”
she said.

Participating teams: Barba-
dos Public Workers Credit
Union, CBC Teams 1-5, CIBC
FCIB Teams 1-4, RBC Gold
Lions, RBC Chelston Titans,
RBC Crunching Tigers, RBC
Blue Horizons and Rubis.

Rubis rule in
Surfside fitness
challenge

'Digging deep!' These members of one of the RBC teams going hard to complete the wheel-barrow race. 

CBC sports reporter, Damian Best, leading his leg in
the shuttle-run relay. Teams participating in the human pyramid challenge.

The team-bonding event was easily the most challenging exercise on the day at the BET grounds.
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THIRTY-NINE of the
best young footballers
from across the region
are in Barbados for the
second edition of the
Digicel Chelsea Foot-
ball Academy.

Hailing from 12 nations
across the region, the
youngsters will be put to
the test over the next few
days, as they will in turn
be receiving world-class
tutelage from coaches of
the Chelsea Football Club
Foundation.

Kicking off at Kensing-
ton Oval yesterday, the
programme, which has
been running for six years
as a Digicel-only initiative,
brought 36 boys to the is-
land from Antigua and
Barbuda, Bermuda, Gre-
nada, Haiti, Jamaica, Pa-
nama, St. Kitts and Nevis,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent and
the Grenadines, Suri-
name, and Trinidad and
Tobago, for the second
straight year in conjunc-
tion with the English and
European footballing gi-
ants.

During his address at
yesterday’s media briefing,
Minister of Sports,
Stephen Lashley, stated
that the initiative by Digi-
cel and the Barbados
Tourism Authority to
bring the Chelsea FC
Foundation to Barbados,
has augured well for the
region and continues to do

so.
“I believe that this pro-

gramme is a timely one for
the region and especially
so for Barbados, where it
has synergy with the stra-
tegy put in place by my
ministry, the Ministry of
Culture,Sports and Youth,
through the National
Sports Council, and indeed
represents an action point
in my vision articulated
for the development of
sports in Barbados,” he
said.

Also present was Pre-
sident of the Barbados
Football Association,
Randy Harris, and while
urging the charges to take
what they are doing seri-
ously, as dedication could
see them going on to the
next level and making a
career out of the sport, he
lauded the efforts of the
academy, and stated that
the assistance would go a
long way.

“We in the Caribbean
are way behind, and that
makes the gratitude com-
ing from the Barbados
Football Association even
more important, because
we don’t have the techni-
cal skills here, and camps
like this only serve us
well,” Harris stated.

Moulding players
Senior International

Football Development
Officer from the Chelsea

FC Foundation, David
Monk, explained that the
youngsters should be
proud and make the most
of the experience, as it
would mould the players
and people that they grew
up to be.

“I have witnessed that
not only does the Kickstart

programme help to de-
velop the footballing
prowess of these players,
but this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity can benefit an
individual’s understand-
ing of different cultures,
and develop social skills
within a footballing envi-
ronment.

“The 2013 Digicel Kick-
start Academy has
evolved,and using our phi-
losophy, the focus of this
week will be to prepare
these young aspiring foot-
ballers for the next step in
their careers, and most-
importantly, in their lives,”
he said.

The camp will run
everyday this week at
Kensington Oval, with the
venue open to the public
on Friday and Saturday,
for a mini tournament be-
tween three teams made
up by the campers and the
Barbados Under-17 na-
tional team. (MP)

Digicel and Chelsea join up for second
Barbados Kickstart Academy

Some of the footballers listening intently before their opening training session at Kensington Oval yesterday.

Minister Lashley having a conversation with Commercial Director of Digicel Barbados, Alex Tasker (right) and
President of the Barbados Football Association, Randy Harris. 
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AFTER being set back ini-
tially due to rain, as a
number of first round
matches were lost in the
Guardian General
Insurance Limited
Herman Griffith Primary
Schools Cricket competi-
tion. Organisers of the
tournament, the National
Sports Council, has been
able to slowly but surely
reschedule those rained

out matches and get the
competition back on track.

According to senior
coach at the NSC, Adrian
Donovan,“A lot depends on
the cooperation between
those schools that were af-
fected and we are very
happy to see that every-
body is cooperating and
wanting their children to
be out on the field playing.”

There have had a num-

ber of sunny days recently
which has allowed for
games to be played in full
and there has been three
centuries and a number of
five wicket hauls, which
means that this year’s
competition is on par with
those that have gone be-
fore it.

“We are asking the
games teachers to make
contact with the schools

that they were schedule to
play and inform the coun-
cil of the date and we will
find them a venue,” said
Donovan as they hope to
have the semi-finals on
December 2 and the finals
on December 5 at the
Empire ground.

In addition to the
Guardian General compe-
tition, plans are in the
works for taking the Under

-13 cricket team to
Trinidad and Tobago in
early December. The date
has not been finalised but
they are hoping to carry a
14-man team where they
are expected to defend
their two titles which are
the Inshan Ali trophy and
the Malcolm Marshall tro-
phy.

For the first time in the
history of the 13-year tour-

nament, all the matches
were rained out without a
single ball being bowled
and as a result Barbados
received an invitation to
return to Trinidad this
year.

The team chosen would
have come out of the
Herman Griffith competi-
tion last year and some are
still eligible this year.

“This is the breeding
ground of our national
teams.

“We are not in a position
to pay all the cost for the
boys right now and we are
undertaking a number of
fundraising activities to
ensure this trip goes
ahead.”

This series has produced
a number of regional and
international players such
as from Trinidad and
Tobago Darren Bravo,
Yannick Cariah, Brian
Christmas and Nicholas
Pooran.

From Barbados it has
produced Jonathan Carter,
Justin Greaves, Carlos
Brathwaite, Jason Holder,
Shane Dowrich, Anthony
Alleyne, Kraigg
Brathwaite and
Christopher Jordan.

“The series has been im-
portant to the develop-
ment not only to the coun-
tries of Trinidad and
Tobago and Barbados but
it is seen as a foundation
for future West Indian
teams.

The guardian Group
which sponsors the local
competition in Barbados
also assist with our team
going to T&T and Donovan
hopes that this year the
rain stays away and they
will have an opportunity
to retain both of their tro-
phies. (CG)

A DAY of fully integrated
darts at Solidarity House
on Saturday saw the Bajan
players rise to the occasion
and they contested two of
the three finals staged on
the day – both of which saw
them come out as winners.

The format of the daywas
designed to team up players
from different nations so
they could get to know each
other better and mutually
benefit from different expe-
riences and traditions and it
was hailed by all as a great
success.

The Carib Mixed Nations
Mens Pairs was hard fought
from the very first rounds

with high skill levels very
apparent.The title and the
$600 winners prize eventu-
ally went to the Bajan/Brit
combo of Anthony Forde
and Alan Collins who pre-
vailed against the
Guyanese/Brit pairing of
Sudesh Fitzgerald and
John Downs.

This final demonstrated
darts of a quality rarely
seen in the Caribbean. Not
only were three figure
scores delivered at will,
Collins began the match
with a maximum 180, but

the finishing of Forde was
devastating. In the first
game the Bajan checked out
40 with his first two darts
and then, in the second
game, after Fitzgerald had
narrowly missed his one
chance at a double, Forde
made him pay by hitting
consecutive double twenties
to take the match 2 – 0.

The Bacardi Mixed
Nations Ladies doubles wit-
nessed another Bajan/Brit
team victory as Shelley
Taylor and Shereen Downs
defeated the Bajan/Trini

pairing of Gloria Alleyne
and Kimberli Da Costa by 2
– 0. Shelley Taylor showed
just why she is rated by
many as the best lady
player in the Caribbean by
taking the responsibility of
hitting those vital check out
doubles in both games.

The Skyy Vodka Mixed
Triples saw teams consist-
ing of either two men and a
lady or two ladies and one
man battle it out for the $1
500 available in prize
money.

The final was contested

between teams from
Britain and Trinidad but as
hard as Mayon Dragon,
Felix LeBlanc and Edmund
Mathura tried they did not
possess the combined fire
power of their British op-
poenents, Shereen Downs,
her husband John and
Peter Ward.

Ward hit a 78 check out in
the first game and although
the Trinidadians had the
chance to level in the sec-
ond, they failed to hit that
double and shreen Downs
stepped up to the oche and
won the match for her team
with a checkout of eleven,
twenty and double ten.

Mixed fortunes for Bajan darters 

Herman Griffith tournament back on track

Darts players in action.

– on second day of BrydenStokes Darts Festival

      



AVONDALE – Matt
Kenseth had one of
those rare seasons in
which everything
seemed to go right
every time he got
behind the wheel of his
car.

Until the one day he
couldn’t afford for
anything to go wrong.

Kenseth had one of his
poorest performances of
the season Sunday,
finishing 23rd at Phoenix
International Raceway to
allow Jimmie Johnson to
seize control of the
championship race.
Johnson, who started the
day up seven points in the
standings, finished third
behind Kevin Harvick
and Kasey Kahne to pad
his lead to 28 points.

The five-time champion
goes to next Sunday’s
season finale at
Homestead needing to
finish 23rd or better to
win the title.

Kenseth, who won his
only championship 10
years ago, gave what

sounded like a concession
speech following his
disappointing day.

“Of course I’m
disappointed – we go
there basically without a
shot to win,” Kenseth
said. “On the other hand, I
couldn’t be happier and
more proud of my team
and, man, this has been
the best year of my racing
career. We hoped to go
down to Homestead and
race for it on performance.
On the other hand, I’m
extremely happy and
really, really proud of my
team.

“There’s not a car out
here I’d rather be driving.
We’ve had just an
amazing, incredible
season and we’ve still got
one week left. So I’m
really thankful for them
putting me in a car and
everybody who has given
me this opportunity.”

Johnson, who had a
mechanical failure in last
year’s season finale and
finished 36th, wasn’t
ready to claim the title
following his
workmanlike performance
at Phoenix.

“We’re heading into
Homestead in the position
we want to be in,”
Johnson said. “I’ll have to
go down there and run
400 miles. It’s far from
over. You’ve got to finish
that race. Although we
have a nice cushion, we
still have to go down there
and take care of
business.”

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

LOTS

Mount Standfast, St. James-
6128 sq ft - $250,000.00

St Lucy

Building lots 4,500 sq. ft. to
5,300 sq. ft.
$90,000.00 to $110,000.00

Lowthers, Christ Church 4,712
sq,ft $125,000.00

Fortesque, St. Philip
5,927 sq. ft.
$125,000.00

Durants, Christ Church
5,650 sq. ft.
$185,000.00

Pilgrim Place, Christ Church
11,976 sq. ft.
$240,000.00

Clermont, St. Michael
10,500 sq. ft.
$315,000.00

PROPERTIES

Bournes Village St. George
Ground floor 2- 2 bedroom 1
bathroom apartments
First floor 1- 2 bedroom 1
bathroom apartment    3,191 sq.
ft $471,000.00 

Bushy Park, St. Philip
3 Bedrooms 2 Bathroom
Newly construction house -
5,131 sq.ft $425,000.00

One and Two Bedroom
Apartments -  Boarded Hall,
Green, St. George - Prices  from
$228,800.00 - $461,900.00

Appleby Gardens, St. James
3 Bedroom 2 1/2 Bathroom
house - 8,333 sq.ft $755,000.00

Casuarina Estate, St. Philip
6,385 sq. ft.
$525,000.00

Pilgrim Place, Christ Church
6 Bedroom, 4 bathroom building
on 3 floors  18,932 sq. ft.
$715,000.00

Maxwell, Christ Church
2 Storey - Apartment Building
4 Apartments and 1 Townhouse -
8,942 sq.ft $1.3 Million

CONDOMINIUM

Flamboyant Avenue, Sunset
Crest, St. James One Bedroom-
One Bathroom $300,000.00

APARTMENTS

2 apts at Sea grape Drive, St.
Philip $1600.00 bds for
downstairs apt and $1500.00 bds
for the 1st floor apt.

Executive Townhouse:-
Clermont Green, St. Michael -
$2300 a month- Has a swimming
pool.

Inchcape Terrace, St.Philip -
Two Bedroom- One Bathroom -
Unfurnished - $1150 a month -
includes water.

Chancery Lane Ch Ch $1050 a
month

REAL ESTATE

Upper Carters Gap Ch Ch 2 bed
1 bath $1100 a month

Crystal Court,St. James
2 Bedroom 1 1/2 Bathroom
Condominium Unit - $2,500.00
monthly

Contact: 
Telephone (246) 432-7191
Website: www.creis.com

SERVICES

HOUSE PLAN 
DESIGN SERVICES

Fast & Professional

Tel:
624-0044/ 253-3963 

or visit
www.houseplanbb.com

JOB SEEKERS
I MAINTAIN PROPERTY. 

General garden/ lawn upkeep. 
Propagating, landscaping,
grassing, spraying, mowing,
forking, weeding, model:
suburban, 
project, ave 1/2 acre, 5hrs, once
/ wk, tools are yours.

Pete 263-9867

MATURE, CHRISTIAN, CERTIFIED
and qualified auxiliary nurse seeks
job looking after the elderley.

Tel: 833-0580

NOTICE 
LIGHT & POWER

HOLDINGS LIMITED

I, Sonia Petula Nelson,
having made sworn
deposition that the Share
Certificate numbered 447 for
Four hundred and
Sixty-Eight (468) Light &
Power Holdings Limited
common shares registered in
the name of Myrlene Bynoe
has been lost, and having
made application to the
Directors to grant a duplicate
of same, notice is hereby
given that unless objection is
raised within two (2) weeks of
the date hereof, the duplicate
share certificate asked for will
be issued.

Dated this 11th day of
November 2013.

By Order
BARBADOS CENTRAL
SECURITIES DEPOSITORY
INC.

REGISTRAR

NOTICE 
LIGHT & POWER

HOLDINGS LIMITED

I, Sonia Petula Nelson,
having made sworn
deposition that the Share
Certificate numbered 448 for
Four hundred and Sixty-
Eight (468) Light & Power
Holdings Limited common
shares registered in the name
of Vernon Bynoe has been
lost, and having made appli-
cation to the Directors to grant
a duplicate of same, notice is
hereby given that unless
objection is raised within two
(2) weeks of the date hereof,
the duplicate share certificate
asked for will be issued.

Dated this 11th day of
November 2013.

By Order
BARBADOS CENTRAL
SECURITIES DEPOSITORY
INC.

REGISTRAR
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR RESTORATION OF LOST OR MIS-
PLACED TITLE DEEDS

TAKE NOTICE that DAVID ALYMER PATRICK TROTMAN
of No. 4 Club Morgan Ridge in the parish of Christ Church in this Island,
the Personal Representative of Cardinal Terrence Trotman, deceased
also known as Cardinal Trotman, deceased late of “Lyriston”, Brighton,
Black Rock in the parish of Saint Michael in this Island, has applied to
the Registrar of Titles for the Restoration of Lost or Misplaced Title
Deeds to Lot 2 Stanmore Terrace, Black Rock in the parish of Saint
Michael in this Island and the dwellinghouse called “Belair” situate
thereon (more particularly described in the Schedule hereto) on the
grounds that the Original Title Deeds to the property have been lost or
misplaced sometime between the years 2001 and 2010.

ALSO TAKE NOTICE that unless notification is received at
the Land Registry, Warrens Office Complex, Warrens, St. Michael by
31st  December, 2013 that the Title Deeds have not been lost or
misplaced or are being lawfully held by some other person, the Registrar
of Titles shall immediately proceed to determine the said application
according to law.

Dated the 7th day of November, 2013.

Edmund G. Hinkson
Attorney-at-Law for the Applicant
David Alymer Patrick Trotman

SCHEDULE

ALL THAT land ( part of 14,579.53 square metres or 156,933 square
feet of land which was formerly part of the lands of a place called
“Stanmore Lodge”) situate in the district of Black Rock in the parish of
Saint Michael in this Island being the lot number 2 formerly said to
contain 6,610 square feet or thereabouts but by more recent survey now
found to contain 616.2 square metres or thereabouts as shown and
delineated on a plan certified on 27th  March , 2013 by Lennox J. Reid,
land surveyor.

The Title Deeds to be restored are:

(a) Conveyance dated 30th May , 1967 between Kenneth
Douglas Gladstone Frost of the One Part, Edmund Latrobe Harrison of
the Second Part and Wilhelmina Louise Rebbitt of the Third Part
(recorded on 8th June, 1967 as Deed No. 2090 of 1967 in the Land
Registry of Barbados).
(b) Mortgage dated 31st May, 1967 between Wilhelmina Louisa
Rebbitt of the One Part and Hilda Cynthia Marcus Ward of the Other
Part (recorded on 13th June, 1967 as Deed No. 2147 of 1967 in the
Land Registry of Barbados).
(c) Re-conveyance and Release dated 30th December, 1973
between Hilda Cynthia Marcus Ward of the One Part and Wilhelmina
Louisa Rebbitt of the Other Part ( recorded on 10th January,1974 as
Deed No. 135 of 1974 in the Land Registry of Barbados);
(d) Assent dated 19th December, 1978 by Amy Estelle Crichlow,
Personal Representative of Wilhelmina Louisa Rebbitt, deceased, in
favour of Amy Estella Crichlow  in her individual capacity (recorded on
5th January, 1979 as Deed No. 94 of 1979 in the Land Registry of
Barbados), and 
(e) Vesting Deed dated 28th January, 1993 between Cardinal
Terrence Trotman, Personal Representative of Amy Estelle Crichlow,
deceased also known as Amy Stella Crichlow, deceased, of the One
Part and Cardinal Terrence Trotman in his individual capacity of the
Other Part (recorded on 5th `March, 1993 as Deed No.1606 of 1993 in
the Land Registry of Barbados).

IN THE MATTER OF THE LAND (TITLE DEEDS
RESTORATION) ACT, CAP. 229C OF THE LAWS
OF BARBADOS (Sections 3 & 4);

AND IN THE MATTER OF the Restoration of Lost
or Misplaced Title Deeds to ALL THAT land
situate at Lot 2 Stanmore Terrace, Black Rock,
Saint Michael.

BARBADOS
APPLICA TION No. RT177 of 2013

Land (Title Deeds Restoration) Act, Cap229C as Amended

FORM 3

Johnson widens
points lead on
Kenseth’s bad day

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38923&ReturnUrl=http://www.creis.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38923&ReturnUrl=http://www.houseplanbb.com
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50% OFF
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Effective October 8th, 2012, the market price of a security listed on the board of the BSE will only change if a quantity of shares traded (in a single trade) 
is greater than or equal to the threshold amount (volume limit) as stated in the table below. For more information please visit the downloads section of 
our website - www.bse.com.bb

BARBADOS STBARBADOS STOCK EXCHANGEOCK EXCHANGE

COMPANY LAST TRADE VOLUME HIGH LOW LAST CURRENT PRICE BID ASK BID ASK 

DATE CLOSE CLOSE CHANGE PRICE PRICE SIZE SIZE 
Almond Resorts Inc. 01-Nov-13 - - - $0.32 $0.32 - - $0.40 - 5,351

BICO Limited 11-Jul-13 - - - $1.80 $1.80 - $1.50 - 1,000 -

Banks Holdings Ltd. 29-Oct-13 - - - $2.95 $2.95 - $3.02 $3.28 1,580 1,676

Barbados Dairy Industries Ltd. 30-Oct-13 - - - $3.00 $3.00 - $1.50 $5.25 1,000 28,114

Barbados Farms Ltd. 30-Oct-13 - - - $0.82 $0.82 - $0.50 $0.83 12,000 319

Republic Bank (Barbados) Limited 26-Apr-13 - - - $5.00 $5.00 - $3.00 - 2,173 -

Barbados Shipping & Trading Co. Ltd. - *+*18-Oct-10 - - - $7.58 $7.58 - - - - -

Cable and Wireless Barbados Ltd. 07-Nov-13 - - - $3.40 $3.40 - $3.10 $3.15 1,000 15,522

Cave Shepherd and Co. Ltd. 11-Nov-13 5,242 $2.70 $2.70 $2.94 $2.70 -$0.24 - $3.55 - 1,781

FirstCaribbean International Bank 28-Oct-13 - - - $2.98 $2.98 - $2.00 $2.68 1,372 1,826

Fortress Caribbean Property Fund 06-Nov-13 - - - $0.20 $0.20 - $0.16 $0.20 10,000 12,145
- Development Fund

Fortress Caribbean Property Fund 11-Nov-13 6,945 $0.45 $0.45 $0.38 $0.45 $0.07 $0.45 $0.52 13,055 15,000
- Value Fund

Goddard Enterprises Ltd. 05-Nov-13 - - - -$6.15 $6.15 - $6.25 - 4 -

Insurance Corporation Of Barbados Ltd. 11-Nov-13 1,000 $2.52 $2.52 $2.52 $2.52 $0.00 $2.52 $2.60 30,668 33,655

Jamaica Money Market Brokers Limited 09-Sep-13 - - - $0.15 $0.15 - $0.15 $0.39 3,000 6,840

Light and Power Holdings Ltd 5.5% Pref 16-Sep-13 - - - $3.11 $3.11 - - - - -

Light and Power Holdings Ltd. 07-Oct-13 - - - $25.70 $25.70 - $19.00 $25.70 29 11,484

Neal And Massy Holdings Ltd. 28-Oct-13 - - - $17.25 $17.25 - $17.26 $19.02 230 5,918

One Caribbean Media Limited 17-Oct-13 - - - $4.80 $4.80 - $4.86 $5.70 1,000 300

Sagicor Financial Corporation Pref  6.5% -*16-Sep-13 - - - $2.26 $2.26 - $2.00 - 150 -

Sagicor Financial Corporation -* 07-Nov-13 - - - $2.14 $2.14 - $2.06 $2.07 69,564 2,288

The West Indies Rum Distilleries Ltd. 22-Jul-13 - - - $8.00 $8.00 - - - - -

Trinidad Cement Ltd. 22-Jun-11 - - - $0.80 $0.80 - - $1.00 - 217

West India Biscuit Co. Ltd. 18-Oct-13 - - - $10.03 $10.03 - $10.02 - 100 -

TOTAL SHARES BOUGHT & SOLD 13,187 

* = Security is Trading X-Div
*+* = Security is Suspended
** = Rights Issued

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A Fund 21-May-12 $10.50 $10.50

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A1 Fund $10.00 $10.00 $9.50 205 

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A2 Fund $10.00 $10.00

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A3 Fund $10.00 $10.00 $9.75 50

Bid Ask Bid Ask
Price Price Size Size

Barbados Government Debenture 6.125% 2021 $98.50 29,000
Barbados Government Debenture 6.875% 2023 $100.00 80,000
Barbados Government Debenture 7% 2023 $  95.00 20,000
Barbados Government Debenture 7.25% 2028 $100.00 10,000
Barbados Government Debenture 7.75% 2025 $106.00 10,000
Barbados Government T/Note 5.875% 2014 $102.50 40,000
Barbados Government T/Note 5.875% 2015 $105.00 45,000
Barbados Government T/Note 6% 2016 $103.00 9,000

MUTUAL FUND
November 11, 2013

ENDED NAME OF FUND NAV OFFER BID NAV
CHANGE

08-Nov-13 REPUBLIC CAPITAL GROWTH FUND w    1.4052 0.0027
08-Nov-13 REPUBLIC INCOME FUND -* w    1.4003 0.0013
08-Nov-13 REPUBLIC PROPERTY FUND w    1.3570 0.0028
07-Nov-13 CLICO BALANCED FUND INC. w    1.233 0.0010 
01-Nov-13 FORTRESS CARIBBEAN GROWTH FUND      w   4.7035   4.7035 4.7035   0.0005
01-Nov-13 FORTRESS HIGH INTEREST FUND - ACC.    w    1.7874 0.0013
01-Nov-13 FORTRESS HIGH INTEREST FUND - DIST.    w    1.0043 0.0008
30-Sep-13 ROYAL FIDELITY SELECT BALANCED FUND m 4.6190  4.6190 4.5270   0.0603
30-Sep-13 ROYAL FIDELITY STRATEGIC GROWTH FUNDm 0.8670  0.8670 0.8490   0.0098
30-Sep-13 ROYAL FIDELITY PREMIUM INCOME FUND   m   1.3440 1.3440  1.3171   0.0035
08-Nov-13 SAGICOR GLOBAL BALANCED FUND            w    2.21 0.00
08-Nov-13 SAGICOR SELECT GROWTH FUND w   1.22 -0.01
08-Nov-13 SAGICOR PREFERRED INCOME FUND -*      w   1.05 0.00

* Indicates the Fund is currently ex-div

NOTES:   QUOTATIONS AND NET ASSET VALUE PER SHARE ARE SUPPLIED BY THE
FUND MANAGEMENT.  THE OFFERING PRICE INCLUDES NET ASSET VALUE PLUS
ENTRY COSTS.      

m = monthly valuation, q = quarterly valuation,     w = weekly

Regular Market
Security Volume High Low Price Advance/

DECLINE

FORTRESS C'BEAN PROP. FUND - VALUE FUND 6,945 $0.45 $0.45 $0.45 $0.07
CAVE SHEPHERD AND COMPANY LIMITED 5,242 $2.70 $2.70 $2.70 -$0.24
INSURANCE CORPORATION OF B’DOS LTDD 1,000 $2.52 $2.52 $2.52 $0.00

BARBADOS STOCK REPORT
November 11, 2013

One security advanced, one declined and one traded firm as 13,187 shares traded on the Regular Market, with a total value of
$19,798.65. Fortress Caribbean Property Fund - Value Fund was the volume leader trading 6,945 shares at $0.45 to close up seven (7)
cents. They were followed by Cave Shepherd and Company Limited and Insurance Corporation of Barbados Limited which traded
5,242 and 1,000 shares respectively.

JUNIOR MARKET

Fixed Income

SHARE SUMMARY INFORMATION
November 11, 2013

INDICES
TODAY'S TRADING LAST TRADING CHANGES

November 11, 2013 November 8, 2013
Local  2,986.64 2,986.83 (0.19)
Cross-list 1,486.78 1,486.78 -   
Composite 738.73 738.77 (0.04)

MARKET CAPITALISATION (in millions) 

TODAY'S TRADING LAST TRADING CHANGES 
November 11, 2013 November 8, 2013

Local  8,454.98 8,455.50 (0.52)
Cross-list 2,481.31 2,481.31 -   
Composite 10,936.29 10,936.81 (0.52))                

NEWS
DIVIDEND DECLARATION

Sagicor Financial Corporation - Directors have declared an interim
dividend of two (2) US cents per share to be paid on November 15th, 2013
to Shareholders on record at close of business on October 15th, 2013.

Sagicor Financial Corporation 6.5% Pref - Directors have declared an
interim dividend of three point two five (3.25) US cents per share to be paid
on November 15th, 2013 to Shareholders on record at close of business on
October 15th, 2013.

Light and Power Holdings Limited - Directors have declared an interim
dividend of thirteen (13) cents per share to be paid on December 9th, 2013
to Shareholders on record at close of business on November 18th, 2013.

TRADING SUSPENSION
Barbados Shipping & Trading Company Limited - Pursuant to the
application for a Certificate of Amalgamation by Barbados Shipping &
Trading Company Limited, the company's shares have been suspended from
trading.

BSE NOTICES
The Barbados Stock Exchange Inc. (BSE) wishes to advise that the
Delisting Order for Barbados Shipping & Trading Company Limited (BS&T)
has been received from the Financial Services Commission (FSC). The
official delisting date for the issued and outstanding shares of Barbados
Shipping & Trading Company Limited will be determined after consultation
with the Company.

March 18, 2013.

The Barbados Stock Exchange Inc. (BSE), in partnership with the
Canadian Society of Corporate Secretaries (CSCS) and Chartered
Secretaries Canada - the Canadian Division of the Institute of Chartered
Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA), cordially invite you to join us at our
first Corporate Governance and Accountability Conference to be held on
November 21st and 22nd, 2013  at the Hilton Barbados Resort. Please visit
http://www.bse.com.bb or email registration@bse.com.bb for more
details on the conference.

SECURITY VOLUME LIMIT SECURITY VOLUME LIMIT 

ALMOND RESORTS INCORPORATED 3,500 LIGHT & POWER HOLDINGS LIMITED 1,000

BANKS HOLDINGS LIMITED 4,000 LIGHT & POWER HOLDINGS LIMITED 5.5% Pref 100 

B'DOS DAIRY INDUSTRIES LIMITED 300 SAGICOR FINANCIAL CORPORATION 6.5% Pref 7,500 

B'DOS FARMS LIMITED 1,500 SAGICOR FINANCIAL CORPORATION
10,000

REPUBLIC BANK BARBADOS LIMITED 6,000 THE WEST INDIES RUM DISTILLERY LIMITED 300

B'DOS SHIPPING & TRADING COMPANY
LIMITED

5,000 WEST INDIA BISCUIT COMPANY LIMITED 300 

BICO INDUSTRIES LIMITED 100 JAMAICA MONEY MARKET BROKERS LIMITED 10,000 

CABLE & WIRELESS (BARBADOS)
LIMITED 

9,000 NEAL & MASSY HOLDINGS LIMITED 6,500 

CAVE SHEPHERD & COMPANY LIMITED 1,500 ONE CARIBBEAN MEDIA LIMITED 4,000 

FIRSTCARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

10,000 TRINIDAD CEMENT LIMITED 10,000 

FORTRESS CARIBBEAN PROPERTY -
DEV FUND 3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A FUND  100

FORTRESS CARIBBEAN PROPERTY -
VALUE FUND

3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A1 FUND 100

GODDARD ENTERPRISES LIMITED 3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A2 FUND 100

INSURANCE CORPORATION OF
BARBADOS LIMITED 2,500

ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A3 FUND 100

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38923&ReturnUrl=http://www.bse.com.bb
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38923&ReturnUrl=http://www.bse.com.bb
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38923&ReturnUrl=mailto:registration@bse.com.bb


MANCHESTER, UNITED KINGDOM –
Manchester United manager David Moyes
warned that his side still had progress to
make after they breathed life into their
Premier League title defence by defeating
leaders Arsenal.

Moyes has seen his team beaten by Liverpool,
Manchester City and West Bromwich Albion since
the start of the season, but Sunday’s 1-0 win at Old
Trafford took United to within five points of top spot.

Defeats for City and Tottenham Hotspur this week-
end, coupled with Chelsea’s draw against West Brom,
have helped United place themselves squarely among
the title contenders, but Moyes says there remains
work to be done.

“I think it’s another step in the right direction for
us,” he said.

“But we’ve got a lot of big steps to take here. It’s
going to take a while for me to get it all the way I’d like
it to be.”

He added: “We know we’ll get a few bloody noses
along the way. I think the Premier League has shown
that it’s not just Manchester United who are getting
a few of them.”

Going into the international break, just six points

separate Arsenal and eighth-placed City, and Moyes
says the campaign is living up to expectations follow-
ing a close season of widespread upheaval.

“At the start of the season, we all said (this would
happen) because of the changes in managers’ jobs,” he
said.

“More likely, the reason Arsenal have started the
season so well is because they’ve had continuity.
They’ve had a manager who’s been there for a lengthy
period.”

Former Arsenal striker Robin van Persie scored the
game’s only goal, heading in a 27th-minute corner
from strike partner Wayne Rooney, and Moyes praised
both players.

“Great players score great goals in big games,” said
the Scot.

“He’s a great player. And I’ve got to say, his sidekick
played great as well today, Wayne. I thought the two
of them were both fantastic, the way they played.”

The only troubling aspect of the game for United in-
volved captain Nemanja Vidic, who had to go off at
half-time after having his head jerked back in an
awkward mid-air collision with goalkeeper David de
Gea.

He was taken to hospital after the game, but Moyes
played down the extent of his injury.

“I’ve had a chance to see it (the incident) and it’s
quite a horrific-looking one,” he said.

“As far as I know, he’s OK, he’s conscious. He’ll get
a scan, but as far as we know, we hope he’s going to
be OK.”

Arsenal goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny played on

despite apparently being left dazed following a simi-
lar collision with United’s Phil Jones earlier in the
game.

Tottenham Hotspur were criticised for not with-
drawing goalkeeper Hugo Lloris after he was momen-
tarily knocked out at Everton last weekend, but
Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger said his medical
staff had not raised any concerns about Szczesny.

“I listen to the doctor,” he said. “If he says to me he
has to come off, he comes off. No matter if we are only
seven men on the pitch, I’ll do it.”

Wenger attributed his side’s defeat – their first in
the league since the season’s opening day – to a “nerv-
ous” first-half display and the “mistake” of allowing
United to score from a set-piece.

Arsenal do not play again until November 23, and
Wenger, whose side lead Liverpool by two points, said
the international fixture window had fallen at an in-
convenient time.

“The international break is not welcome because
when you lose a game like that, you want to play
straight away again,” he said.

“We have some players who go to play massive
games under massive pressure and (who) will not
come back after the break refreshed. They will come
back, [but] may be exhausted.”

Wenger claimed that referee Michael Oliver had
got “a few” decisions wrong during the game, but he
was reluctant to elaborate.

“I don’t want to talk too much about that,” he said.
“I need to buy some Christmas presents and all these
statements cost money.”
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TREASURY BILLS

ISSUE NO: 892

Tenders are invited for the issue of Barbados
Government Treasury Bills, which will be made to the
amount of $262,591,000.

These Bills are being issued for a period of
ninety-one days/one hundred and eighty-two days.
Tenders however must be submitted on separate
application forms for the respective period(s). The
period for which the tender is made must be indicated
on the application form. These Bills will be payable at
par on the date of maturity. They will be issued on
Friday November 22nd 2013 and payable on Friday
February 21st 2014 and Friday May 23rd 2014,
accordingly.

Each tender must be for an amount of not less
than $1 000 and must specify the amount which will be
given for every ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS of the
amount tendered.

Bills will be issued in denominations
appropriate to the amount requested in the tender.

Application forms are available at the
Treasury and when completed, should be forwarded to
the Treasury in sealed envelopes addressed;
Confidential

TREASURY BILL TENDER
The Accountant General

The Treasury
Treasury Building

All applications must reach the Treasury not
later than 1:30 p.m. on Thursday, 
November 14th, 2013.

Successful applicants will be notified by letter,
not later than Monday, November 18th, 2013.

The Government of Barbados reserves the
right to accept or reject any tender in whole or in part.

Interest Rate Previous Issue (91 days) - 3.18%
Average Tender Rate (91 days) - 99.21

Interest Rate Previous Issue (182 days) - 3.30%
Average Tender Rate (182 days) - 98.38

Moyes urges caution as Premier League title race tightens



NEW YORK – Even
with his team leading
the Western
Conference, Gregg
Popovich said Sunday
morning his San
Antonio Spurs were
playing C+ or B- bas-
ketball, adding there
was “not much” he
liked about their start.

The Spurs, he said,
were winning because of
“good fortune”, “corporate
knowledge” and because
“they’re older than dirt”.

Apparently Pop is as
tough on his pupils as he
is on those sideline re-
porters, though a 120-89
rout of the New York
Knicks bumped up their
grades.

“I thought tonight we
played a good, solid B+,
A- game,” Popovich said.
“There were some good
things out there.”

Just not from the team
in orange. Coach Mike
Woodson said the Knicks
played with no pride,
even with one of the
NBA’s marquee fran-
chises making its lone
visit to Madison Square
Garden.

Danny Green had 24
points and a career-high
10 rebounds in the Spurs’
fourth straight victory.
Kawhi Leonard scored 18
points and Tony Parker
had 17 in a game that
was close for about 3 min-
utes. San Antonio scored
the first 10 points, led by
as many as 37, and was
in complete control in be-
tween.

“It was embarrassing

for us to come here on our
home court and lose a
game like this,” Knicks
forward Carmelo
Anthony said. “It wasn’t
about losing the game, it
was just how we lost the
game. We didn’t compete
today and it showed out
there on the court.”

Tim Duncan took just
four shots but finished
with 11 points and 10 re-
bounds as San Antonio
(6-1) shot 54 per cent.

The Spurs spoiled the
season debut of Knicks
guard J.R. Smith, last
season’s Sixth Man of the
Year. Suspended the first
five games of the season
for violating the NBA’s
anti-drug programme,
Smith shot 1 of 9 and
scored five points in 20
minutes.

Anthony and Andrea
Bargnani both scored 16
for the Knicks, who were
outrebounded 51-33 and
fell to 2-4 after a 6-0 start
last season.

“Whatever it is, we
have to figure out quickly,
but as far as being wor-
ried, I ’m not worried
about that,”Anthony said

The Spurs scored just
76 points a victory over
Golden State on Friday,
but had everything work-
ing offensively right from
the opening tip Sunday.

Green hit two 3-point-
ers in the 10-0 start,
Marco Belinelli’s 3 made
it 17-4, and the Spurs hit
13 of 18 shots while open-
ing a 35-17 lead after one
quarter, matching their
highest-scoring period of

the season.
The lead grew to 24

points in the second, the
Spurs repeatedly moving
the ball to an open player
before the Knicks knew
what was happening. San
Antonio was making
roughly two of every
three shots for much of
the first half and took a
61-45 lead into the locker
room after shooting 62
per cent.

“We just played our
game and we made
shots,” Parker said.
“When you make shots it
helps, and the ball move-
ment was great.”

Smith, who ended the
postseason in a miserable
shooting slump, opened
this season the same way.
He missed all five shots
in the first half, unable to
shake the rust after ap-
pearing in just one pre-
season game following
summer knee surgery.

“I didn’t feel rusty at
all. I just missed a lot of
shots, didn’t get to the
basket like I wanted to
and overall I didn’t have
a good game,” Smith said.

By the time he made a
3-pointer with 8:43 left in
the third quarter for his
first basket, the Knicks
trailed by 26 points.

The Spurs went up by
30 a few minutes later on
another 3 by Green, and
fans loudly booed when
Amare Stoudemire
missed both free throws
with a little less than 3
minutes left in the pe-
riod.

The Knicks won both
meetings last season,
sweeping the Spurs for
the first time in 10 years.
But with centre Tyson
Chandler sidelined with
a broken leg, New York
looked defenceless
against the Western
Conference champions.
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NEW YORK – Falling a
game short of the NBA
Finals last season, the
clear goal for the Indiana
Pacers is the No. 1 seed in
the Eastern Conference
and the home-court ad-
vantage that comes with
it. Keep this up, and they
will have the best record
in the whole league.

Paul George scored 24
points and the Pacers im-
proved the NBA’s only un-
defeated record and the
best start in franchise his-
tory to 7-0 by beating the
Brooklyn Nets 96-91
Saturday night.

David West added 18
points and hit the clinch-
ing free throws for the
Pacers,who won their first
six games in 1970-71,
when they played in the
ABA. They have the
longest winning streak to
open an NBA season since
both the Lakers and New
Orleans were 8-0 in 2010-
11, according to STATS.

“I really don’t get too
caught up in the historical
value of it, other than
we’re ahead of the race,”
Pacers coach Frank Vogel
said. “We’re trying to get
the 1 seed to put ourselves
in the position come play-
off time with the best
chance to come out of the
East.”

Roy Hibbert finished
with 15 points and 11 re-
bounds, and Lance
Stephenson also scored 15
points.

“We executed.That’s the
maturity for this team,”
George said.“Years ago we
would have lost that
game. We would have lost
this game tonight just on
not making shots and not
executing and getting
guys in spots to be aggres-
sive at. But we’re growing
as a team. We’re getting
mature and we’re finding
ways to win games.”

Deron Williams and Joe
Johnson each had 17
points for the Nets, who
fell to 2-4 and lost at home
for the first time this sea-
son. Brook Lopez scored
16 and Paul Pierce had 15.

“We’re just learning to
play together. We didn’t
have everybody healthy
for training camp and
we’re all coming together
and trying to win a cham-
pionship and it doesn’t
happen overnight,” said
Williams, who added 10
assists but had a costly
late turnover and commit-
ted what he called a “stu-

pid” foul on George Hill’s
3-point attempt down the
stretch.

“We’re not panicking,we
know it’s going to come to-
gether, we’re confident
that we can overcome
these little struggles and
we’re going to stay to-
gether no matter what’s
happening on the outside.”

Brooklyn trailed by 10
midway through the
fourth quarter, but got a
3-pointer from Pierce that
bounced on the rim at
least four times in a spurt
that cut it to 94-91, and
they got the ball back after
George threw away a pass
with 20 seconds left. But
Johnson was just long on a
3-point attempt with
about 11 seconds to go and
West grabbed the rebound
and hit both free throws
after being fouled.

Vogel said the Pacers
have made winning the
East their priority after
they lost Game 7 of the
East finals on the road in
Miami. The quick start
has them well on their
way.“We’re just going out,
playing the game,”George
said.“We feel very prepped
for the game. Everybody
is dialled in.We’re not wor-
ried about keeping the
streak alive, we’re just
worried about going out
there and playing our
hardest and winning a
ballgame.”

Indiana beat Chicago
and Brooklyn, two of the
top teams in the East, this
week.The Pacers brought
back their starting five
and improved their bench,
realising that gives them
an early advantage over
teams like the Bulls and
Nets that made changes
since last season.

The Pacers opened an
early nine-point lead that
the Nets wiped away
thanks to a strong per-
formance by their re-
serves. Brooklyn already
had nine players score
midway through the sec-
ond quarter and took a 46-
44 lead into half-time after
Lopez’s jumper with 11
seconds left.

Indiana, which has
trailed at half-time in six
of its seven games, then
outscored Brooklyn 28-21
in the third quarter.

The Nets were without
reserve Andrei Kirilenko,
who has battled back
spasms this season and
woke up hurting
Saturday.

Pacers beat Nets to
improve NBA-best 
start to 7-0

Spurs crush Knicks 120-89

MIAMI – Jeff Green
found the only possible
spot in the littlest possi-
ble time to stun the
Miami Heat.

Green hit a 3-pointer at
the buzzer to lift the
Boston Celtics to a 111-
110 victory over the Heat
on Saturday night.

“I have confidence in
every shot I have,” Green
said. “When it left, I had
a good feeling it would go
in [and] it went in.”

Gerald Wallace’s pass
from next to the Heat’s
bench found Green on the
far right corner, where he
unleashed a shot over the
outstretched hands of
LeBron James. The shot
was confirmed after a
video review, giving the
Celtics their third consec-
utive win.

“I’m glad we still had
time left on the clock,”
Boston coach Brad

Stevens said. “It is proof
that in this game if you
score quickly, you are
going to have a chance to
at least shoot the ball if
the other team misses
free throws.

“It was a great play by
Jeff Green, but it is fortu-
nate to even get a shot off
in that moment.”

Wallace hit a lay-up
with 1.6 seconds remain-
ing to get Boston within
110-108 and he fouled
Dwyane Wade with 0.6
seconds remaining. Wade
missed the first free
throw and deliberately
bounced the second off
the backboard. His shot
failed to hit the rim and
no time went off the clock,
allowing Boston to call a
time out and set up an in-
bounds play.

“I was trying to hit the
rim down a little bit,” said
Wade, who admitted de-

liberately missing the
shot was his call. “It did-
n’t go where it was sup-
posed to go.”

Green finished with 24
points and was 5 of 8 on
3-pointers.Avery Bradley
scored 17 points and
Jordan Crawford added
15 for the Celtics (3-4).

When the Celtics came
out of the time out, the
play was set up to tie the
game, but Green had
other ideas.

“It was for a two, but I
told Gerald I wanted to
shoot the 3 to try to win
it,” Green said. “Gerald
made a great pass at the
end, and he got the 2-
pointer which gave us the
opportunity to be in this
position.

“Our team made great
plays down the stretch,
and that is what it takes
to win games.”

Down 110-108, the

Celtics had a chance to
tie or take the lead, but
Kelly Olynyk missed a
bank shot with 6.9 sec-
onds remaining. James
grabbed the rebound,
dribbled toward the Heat
end and was fouled by
Olynyk.

James, who was ques-
tionable for the game be-
cause of ongoing back dis-
comfort, converted two
free throws with 3.6 sec-
onds remaining to give
the Heat 110-106 lead.

“I’m not 100 per cent;
my back is not where I
want it to be,” James said.
“But I could still be effec-
tive. I thought I was
tonight. I just didn’t
make enough plays to
help us win.”

James led Miami (4-3)
with 25 points and 10 as-
sists. Chris Bosh had 20
points and Wade finished
with 18.

Green’s 3 lifts Celtics to 111-110 win over Heat
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THERE can be no true
development unless our
children enjoy good health
and are kept as disease free
as possible.

So says the Minister of
Health, John Boyce, who
contends that the goal of good
health for all; can only be
achieved through the combined
efforts of the government, its
social partners and individual
citizens. Minister Boyce made
this point as he addressed those
gathered at the University of the
West Indies (UWI) Clinical
Skills Building, for the official
launch of the Shaw Family
Telemedicine Room.

“…The Ministry of Health is
keen to promote closer and
mutually beneficial relations to
the community, service-based
organisations and of course the
private sector. We recognise the
national objective of full
economic empowerment of every
citizen and the creation of
sustainable job opportunities for
our people, cannot be realised if
our population does not enjoy
good physical, mental and social
health,” he said.

His comments came as he
noted that in Barbados there are
on average eight to ten
childhood cancer cases
diagnosed per year and the
average survival rate is reported
to be around 75 per cent. His
comments came as he noted that
the countries in the Caribbean
are limited in the care they can
give to children with cancer and 

HEALTH on Page 7

BOYCE OUTLINES GOALS

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) Minister of Health, John Boyce, Virginia Shaw Hutchison of the Leslois Shaw Foundation, Head of Retail
Branch Banking, Scotiabank, Claire Jordan, and Principal of Cave Hill Campus of the University of the West Indies, Sir Hilary
Beckles, after the launch of the Shaw Family Telemedicine Room yesterday.

New circuit layout
clearer after 10 weeks

of solid progress
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